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While the prospect of nanoscale manufacturing has generated tremendous excitement, arbitrary patterning at nanometer length scales cannot be brought about with current photolithography – the technology that for decades has driven electronics miniaturization and enabled mass production of digital logic, memory, MEMS and flat-panel displays. This is due to the relatively long wavelength of light and diffraction, which imposes a physical not technological limit on the resolution of a far-field optical pattern. Photoinhibited superresolution (PInSR) lithography is a new scheme designed to beat the diffraction limit through two-color confinement of photopolymerization and, via efficient single-photon absorption kinetics, also be high-throughput capable.

This thesis describes development of an integrated optical and materials system for investigating spatiotemporal dynamics of photoinhibited superresolution lithography, with a demonstrated 3× superresolution beyond the diffraction limit. The two-color response, arising from orthogonal photogeneration of species that participate in competing reactions, is shown to be highly complex. This is both a direct and indirect consequence of mobility. Interesting trade-offs arise: thin-film resins (necessitated by single-photon absorption kinetics) require high viscosity for film stability, but the photoinhibition effect is suppressed in viscous resins. Despite this apparent suppression, which can be overcome with high excitation of the photoinhibition system, the low mobility afforded by viscous materials is beneficial for confinement of active species. Diffusion-induced blurring of patterned photoinhibition is problematic in a resin with viscosity $\eta = 1,000$ cP, and overcome in a resin with viscosity $\eta = 500,000$ cP. Superresolution of factor 3x beyond the diffraction limit is demonstrated at 0.2 NA, with additional results indicating superresolution ability at 1.2 NA.
Investigating the effect of diminished photoinhibition efficacy with increased resin viscosity, analysis shows that it is an inevitable side-effect of reduction of the diffusion-limited termination rate constant. Further analysis confirms the experimental result that the viscosity effect may be overcome, with photogeneration of a large concentration of inhibiting radicals. Elevated radical concentration is also shown to be necessary for reducing diffusion-lengths, owing to the bimolecular nature of radical termination. The quantitative kinetics of photoinitiation, photoinhibition and chain polymerization are individually developed, validated and finally incorporated into a unified model. Finally, taking into account the complex, highly-coupled nature of PInSR requirements and operation, an alternate superresolution scheme is presented. In particular, the scheme is aimed at achieving deep-subwavelength superresolution with a single monochromatic source and multiple exposures. It utilizes a surface-tethered photochemistry that requires no films or gas-management, and essentially eliminates diffusion of active species. Preliminary, single-exposure results are shown.
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In a 1959 lecture that has since become the foundational myth of nanotechnology [69, 219], Richard Feynman challenged his fellow physicists to go small. In that talk, he proposed feats of what must have seemed like outlandish miniaturization: heart surgery performed by tiny remote-controlled manipulators, a face-recognition computer built from submicron transistors, the 24-volume Encyclopaedia Britannica written on the head of a pin and molecular synthesis performed not in solution, but by physically placing atoms one next to the other.

Fifty-five years later we have the benefit of undergoing laparoscopic heart surgery, and our own faces can be recognized by the phones we carry in our pockets. Our digitized tax-returns and photos are stored on cheap magnetic media, with bit domain spacing nearing the cited $25,000\times$ reduction from the half-tone dot on a printed page. And with the advent of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), it is possible to position single atoms on a substrate. But unlike these other wonders, the spatial manipulation of individual atoms and molecules has not had a direct impact much beyond the condensed-matter research community. This is arguably due not to a lack of applications, but to a lack of scalability.

Devices, small or large, can change the way we live only to the degree that they are economical to make. Despite decades of advancements with STM and its cousin the atomic-force microscope (AFM), probe-based instruments able to image and manipulate on the atomic scale remain slow and delicate. Electron-beam and ion-beam lithography can
address features more quickly, but only marginally so.

Working at somewhat coarser resolutions, semiconductor manufacturers are able to sell chips with millions and billions of tiny transistors because device unit-cost is extremely small - thanks to huge economies of scale. The high price-tag of precision tools used for circuit patterning is offset by tremendous throughput, enabled by projection lithography. Optical patterning has been the technology of choice for high volume chip making not just due to the excellent resolution and low distortion possible across wide fields with well-designed projection lenses, but also because of the sensitivity and high fidelity of the photoresists.

Projected light can only be focused so tightly, however, and it turns out that at the shortest deep-ultraviolet wavelengths (where generation, propagation and refraction is difficult but still manageable), light can be focused to $\sim 40$ nm spots and no smaller; this represents the finest pattern dimension possible at production scale with so-called top-down manufacturing. But even this limit can only be reached at production volumes by advanced chip manufacturers, whose capital-equipment costs have forced consolidation on a global scale. For non-IC manufacturing and many research labs, the $\sim 0.5 \mu m$ pattern resolution achieved with contact and laser-direct-write lithography is more typical.

Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) is a technology developed to address the shortcomings of optical and e-beam lithography: the blurring effects of diffraction and diffusion are avoided by using a surface-relief template to mechanically “stamp” patterns onto a substrate. In the arena of next-generation lithography, NIL has the advantage of simplicity. Apart from template wear-and-tear, the main production challenges are in overlay alignment and defect reduction – typical of any patterning technology. More significant, perhaps, are the challenges in high-resolution patterning of the template itself. Unlike photolithographic masks which are significantly demagnified by the projection lens, NIL templates must be fabricated at 1:1 scaling. As pattern resolution approaches 10 nm and below, the required e-beam and focused ion-beam (FIB) writing processes become very slow.

Bottom-up molecular synthesis, by contrast, takes advantage of specific chemical re-
actions to achieve structuring at dimensions ranging from a 0.5 nm crystal lattice constant to the 5 nm radius-of-gyration of a folded protein. While synthetic chemists regularly manipulate materials at molecular scales, their control does not typically extend beyond the dimensions of large molecules. Directed self-assembly, which I will address later, combines the so-called top-down and bottom-up approaches with the use of macromolecular materials that spontaneously form sublithographic patterns on conventionally-patterned templates. The benefits of DSA, however, are limited to applications involving fine periodic structures. More arbitrary and complex self-assembled patterns are possible with nascent techniques such as DNA-origami, although it is unclear whether they will be suitable for manufacturing.

So, in the so-called mesoscale (roughly 5 - 500 nm) where features are longer than typical large molecules but shorter than the wavelength of light, arbitrary dense patterning remains demanding and often impractical. It seems, therefore, that a significant opportunity now exists for new approaches. This thesis describes a technique called photoinhibited super-resolution lithography, which combines optics and materials science to address the challenge of high-throughput patterning at scales finer than traditionally allowed by diffraction.
Chapter 2

Optical lithography, the diffraction limit and throughput

Optical lithography has many potential and realized applications in fine patterning. This chapter provides a brief overview of current technology and its variations. Specific configurations and applications for conventional patterning are mentioned, with discussion of throughput and resolution performance. The Abbe diffraction limit is introduced, which sets the fundamental resolution that can be achieved with conventional optical patterning technologies. Inspired by STED microscopy, several strategies – including the topic of this thesis – have recently emerged to break the diffraction limit. The various feature-size reduction mechanisms are discussed, along with inherent trade-offs affecting resolution and throughput.

2.1 Photolithographic technology

Precision optical patterning may be broadly classified into two categories: parallel and serial. Serial technologies include direct laser write (DLW), electron beam and optical near-field writing. In DLW lithography, a laser beam is focused and scanned to write a computer-defined pattern into a photosensitive material. For large-area, planar applications such as the manufacturing of flat-panel displays, DLW tools expose substrates coated with photoresist to focused laser beams operating in the violet or ultraviolet. The patterned optical exposure forms a latent image in the resist. Pattern transfer is completed when the resist is developed and the exposed (positive-tone) or unexposed (negative-tone) resist is
removed. Absorption is single-photon, so the process can be relatively fast and there is no intensity threshold effect.

In contrast, two-photon-polymerization (TPP) lithography uses a suppressed response to out-of-focus light to write tiny 3D patterns of crosslinked polymer into a single droplet of resin. A post-exposure solvent rinse clears away unexposed resin, leaving a physical 3D structure attached to the substrate. The main challenge in these systems is two-photon absorption cross-section, which is several order of magnitude smaller than single-photon absorption. Although great strides have been made (see [54], for example), the typical $\sim TW \cdot cm^{-2}$ excitation intensities required by TPP can only be met by focusing a laser beam, often from an ultrafast Ti:sapphire oscillator, to a single scanning spot. This results in slow writing speeds, limiting applications to research in materials, optics and electromagnetics.

Probe-based techniques such as near-field scanning (NSOM) lithography can be used for optical patterning with 20 nm resolution [167]. The diffraction limit does not apply because near-field evanescent coupling is used. To do this, an optical fiber is coated with metal except for a $\sim 100$ nm hole at the tip. The probe is then lowered onto a light-sensitive surface, which is scanned in synchronization with modulated light from the subwavelength aperture. While NSOM is scientifically valuable for microscopy, frequent breakage of probe tips and inherently slow scanning over large areas limits its usefulness for patterning.

Although not strictly an optical technique, electron beam (e-beam) lithography achieves fine patterning by combining optical microscopy principles with the extremely small de Broglie wavelength of accelerated electrons. Despite slow write speeds and reliability problems, as well as so-called proximity effect limitations at nanometer scales, e-beam patterning is a powerful technology with broad research applications in physics, chemistry, materials and engineering.

Parallel (or area) optical patterning technology mostly consists of contact and projection lithography. In typical contact lithography, a resist-coated surface is placed against a (typically chrome) mask with opaque and transparent regions. Flood exposing through the
mask selectively exposes the transparent regions, and a latent image is formed in the resist. The advantage of contact lithography is simplicity; only uniform UV illumination is needed. But the requirement of mechanical contact to avoid large diffraction effect means that the mask is inevitably damaged, defects accumulating with each use. Scaling is also difficult, both for the problem of rapidly bringing the mask in and away from contact with the sample and for the problem of exposing multiple areas on a large substrate. Projection lithography was developed to address these issues, and is now used for virtually all logic and memory manufacturing.

Projection lithography is at the heart of chip manufacturing, and has been the primary driver for the observed exponential scaling in transistor count since the advent of the integrated circuit. In ongoing efforts to improve the minimum patterned feature size, or critical dimension (CD) that is set by the Abbe diffraction limit \( CD = k_1 \lambda / NA \), lithographers have been steadily reducing wavelength (\( \lambda \)), increasing numerical aperture (NA) and eliminating aberrations and other factors detrimental to resolution (\( k_1 \)). Projection scanners are built around the most sophisticated lenses in the world (see Fig. 2.1), and have burdensome price-tags with single-tool costs comparable to 0.5% of total factory cost\(^1\).

Since reaching the fundamental resolution limits of deep ultraviolet immersion lithography in the latter part of the last decade, massive efforts have been made to extend projection patterning into the extreme ultraviolet (EUV). However, formidable challenges in source brightness and reliability, reflective optics for 13.5 nm (100 eV) and resist stability in high vacuum, to name a few, have translated into extreme cost and limited performance, so far thwarting use in a production environment. While disappointing, the lack of a clear path forward also provides an opportunity to explore new approaches.

Despite the alternatives available during the last half-century of microelectronics manufacturing, optical lithography has been the patterning technology of choice. While this preference is somewhat self-reinforcing after significant market penetration has occurred,

\(^1\) based on US$45M ASML TwinScan 193i, US$10B Foundry [113] (2006 figures)
sustained popularity suggests inherently superior technological advantages. Photons are exceptionally clean and well-behaved: they do not charge or diffuse, cannot become contaminated, and will typically only cause damage at very high fluences given the appropriate materials. Scattering and diffraction present a challenge, as we shall see, but the combination of excimer laser technology and advanced electromagnetic theory with centuries of refinement in glass, optical design and photochemistry has yielded unparalleled capability in pattern-transfer fidelity and throughput.

2.2 The diffraction limit to resolution

Diffraction is resolution-limiting for all the above techniques apart from e-beam, which is instead typically diffusion-limited. As pointed-out by Abbe more than a century ago, the best resolution achieved by a good optical microscope is subject to limits that are not technological, but physical. Specifically, Abbe showed that an optical microscope could not
possibly resolve features spaced more closely than
\[ d = \frac{\lambda_0}{2n \sin \theta} = \frac{\lambda_0}{2(NA)}, \]  
(2.1)
where \( \theta \) is the angular extent of the clear aperture.

We may re-derive this limit by analyzing wave interference. As shown in Fig. 2.2, two plane waves propagating along vectors \( \mathbf{k}_1 \) and \( \mathbf{k}_2 \) interfere at an angle \( 2\theta \) to produce a fringe pattern with period \( \Lambda \). The plane wave vector magnitudes are equal and scaled by wavelength, such that
\[ |\mathbf{k}_1| = |\mathbf{k}_2| = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda}, \]  
(2.2)
and using basic trigonometry we see that
\[ \sin \theta = \frac{\pi/\Lambda}{|\mathbf{k}_1|}. \]  
(2.3)
Refractive index is accounted for by
\[ \lambda = \frac{\lambda_0}{n}, \]  
(2.4)
which can be substituted into Eq. 2.1 and rearranged to give the familiar Abbe resolution limit
\[ d = \Lambda = \frac{\lambda}{(2n \sin \theta)}. \]  
(2.5)

Fourier-pair uncertainty analysis is another, less common approach to the diffraction limit that can be adapted to a variety of optical designs. Here I will review the method used by Grill and Stelzer [92] and compare the results with the Abbe limit. To begin, probabilistic moment
\[ m_{n,j} = \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} [p_j(\alpha)]^n D_p(\alpha) d\alpha \land j \in \{x, y, z\}, \]  
(2.6)
where \( D_p \) is the aperture function and \( p_j \) is the momentum component along a given vector direction \( j \). The standard deviation of the angular distribution of momenta may be calculated from moments \( n = 0, 1, 2 \) with
\[ \Delta p_j = \left[ \frac{m_{2,j}}{m_{0,j}} - \left( \frac{m_{1,j}}{m_{0,j}} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \land j \in \{x, y, z\}. \]  
(2.7)
Using the uncertainty-principle inequality

\[ \Delta p_j \Delta j \geq \frac{\hbar}{2} \quad \land \quad j \in \{x, y, z\}, \]  
(2.8)

the spatial standard deviation of photon impingement is

\[ \Delta j \geq \frac{\hbar}{2} \left[ \frac{m_{2,j}}{m_{0,j}} - \left( \frac{m_{1,j}}{m_{0,j}} \right)^2 \right]^{1/2} \quad \land \quad j \in \{x, y, z\}. \]  
(2.9)

For comparison to the interference of two plane-waves, I will evaluate \( \Delta j \) for the two-dimensional case of a converging cylindrical wave. Angular momentum components are then

\[ p_x = |p| \sin \alpha, \quad p_z = |p| \cos \alpha. \]  
(2.10)

An arbitrary binary aperture function \( D_p \) is chosen to mask the converging wave and evaluate the width of the resulting focused spot. As shown in Fig. 2.3, a double-slit aperture with a central obscuration can provide illumination similar to the case of interfering plane waves. The aperture function is

\[ D_p^{DS}(\alpha) = H(\alpha + \alpha_{\text{max}}) - H(\alpha - \alpha_{\text{max}}) - H(\alpha + \epsilon \alpha_{\text{max}}) - H(\alpha - \epsilon \alpha_{\text{max}}), \]  
(2.11)
where $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ is the outer extent of the aperture, $\epsilon$ is the central obscuration parameter and $H$ is the Heaviside step-function. With $D_p = D_p^{DS}$, Eq. 2.8 has the minimum value

$$
\Delta x_{DS,2D} = \frac{[(1 - \epsilon)\alpha_{\text{max}}]^{1/2} \lambda}{2\pi[2\alpha_{\text{max}}(1 - \epsilon) - \sin 2\alpha_{\text{max}} + \sin 2\epsilon\alpha_{\text{max}}]^{1/2}}.
$$

(2.12)

Figure 2.3: From [92]. On the left, a two dimensional double-slit aperture with outer angular extent $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ and central obscuration parameter $\epsilon$. On the right, the same configuration in three dimensions (annular-illumination).

To compare the limits given by Eq. 2.1 and 2.12, one must be able to convert between different threshold-level definitions. Since the minimum spot size in Eq. 2.12 is given in terms of standard deviation, I will attempt to find the standard deviation of a single fringe period generated by interfering plane waves. A unit-amplitude sinusoid centered on the origin, representing the normalized electric field amplitude from interfering plane waves, is given by

$$
U(x) = \frac{1}{2}(\cos x + 1),
$$

(2.13)

with intensity (or photon flux) given by

$$
I(x) = U^2(x).
$$

(2.14)
Integrating over a single period,
\[ \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} I(x)dx = 2.356, \quad (2.15) \]
so the normalized probability density function (PDF) \( I'(x) \) for photon impingement within that period is
\[ I'(x) = \frac{I(x)}{2.356}. \quad (2.16) \]

Variance of a PDF \( f(x) \) is
\[ \sigma^2 = \int_a^b (x - \mu)^2 f(x)dx, \quad (2.17) \]
where \( \mu \) is the mean, so with \( \mu = 0 \)
\[ \sigma^2 = \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} x^2 I'(x)dx \approx 0.7899 \quad (2.18) \]
and
\[ \sigma \approx 0.889. \quad (2.19) \]
The full-pitch of a fringe period is \( \pi \), so relating resolution \( (d) \) to half-pitch \( (CD) \) to standard deviation \( (\Delta j = \sigma) \),
\[ \frac{d}{2} = CD \approx \frac{\pi}{0.889} \Delta j. \quad (2.20) \]
Figure 2.4 compares Eq. 2.1 and 2.12 \( (\epsilon = 0.99) \), evaluated in terms of numerical aperture (NA). The somewhat \( (\sim 13\%) \) wider focal spot predicted by Eq. 2.12 is unexpected, but may be related to the curvature of the cylindrical waves.

The focal spot generated by a three-dimensional, converging spherical wave may also be calculated using Grill and Stelzer’s method. Moments are redefined in spherical coordinates, so that
\[ m_{n,j} = \int_0^{2\pi} \int_0^{\pi} |p_j(\alpha, \phi)|^n D_p(\alpha, \phi) \times \sin \alpha \, d\alpha d\phi \land j \in \{x, y, z\}. \quad (2.21) \]
\[ p_x = |\mathbf{p}| \sin \alpha \cos \phi, \quad p_z = |\mathbf{p}| \cos \alpha. \quad (2.22) \]
For a circular clear aperture, the angular distribution of momenta is \( \phi \)-invariant and defined by
\[ D_p^{cc}(\alpha, \phi) = H(\alpha) - H(\alpha - \alpha_{\text{max}}). \quad (2.23) \]
Figure 2.4: Evaluation and comparison of two approaches to the diffraction limit. Equation 2.5 (Abbe limit, green) is scaled by 2.20 and Eq. 2.12 (position uncertainty through a double slit aperture, blue) is unscaled.

The minimum standard deviation of intensity is then

\[
\Delta x_{CC} = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2\pi}} \frac{\lambda}{(3 - 2 \cos \theta - \cos 2\theta)^{1/2}}. \tag{2.24}
\]

### 2.3 Resolution enhancement techniques

Due to the light contribution from near the optical axis, masking the central part of the converging wavefront with an annular aperture (see Fig. 3, right) can improve spot width. As with the others, this aperture can be defined with a binary aperture function

\[
D_{p}^{AA}(\alpha, \phi) = H(\alpha - \epsilon\alpha_{\max}) - H(\alpha - \alpha_{\max}). \tag{2.25}
\]

\[
\lambda_0 = 193 \text{ nm}
\]

\[
\Delta x_{DS, 2D}, \epsilon = 0.99 \text{ Grill and Stelzer (1999)}
\]

\[
0.889 \frac{\lambda_0}{2\pi \text{ NA}} \text{ Abbe (1873, 1882) – rescaled}
\]
With Eq. 2.21, 2.22 and 2.25, the minimum from 2.8 evaluates to

$$\Delta x_{AA} = \frac{\sqrt{3}\lambda}{2\pi[4 - \cos 2\alpha_{max} - \cos 2\epsilon\alpha_{max} - \cos(\alpha_{max} - \epsilon\alpha_{max}) - \cos(\alpha_{max} + \epsilon\alpha_{max})]^{1/2}}.$$  

(2.26)

In Fig. 2.5, minimum clear aperture standard deviation is compared against annular apertures with moderate and high obscuration parameters $\epsilon$. For converging waves that do not exceed $2\pi$ steradians, increased $\epsilon$ improves the minimum spot size. If, in practice, the obscuration is opaque, improved resolution may need to be balanced against reduced efficiency and throughput.

![Figure 2.5: Spot width comparison with clear and annular apertures. Increasing the central obscuration of an annular aperture can improve spot width, at the potential cost of efficiency and throughput. Resolution enhancement technologies (RET) such as annular apertures can improve resolution up to, but not beyond, the Abbe limit.](image)

Other off-axis illumination schemes are used as well, especially the dipole and quadrupole
configurations. These are chosen in conjunction with the particular spatial frequencies in the image to be projected. For example, horizontally-oriented dipole illumination is used for improving the resolution and contrast of vertical but not horizontal lines, and quadrupole illumination is used for improving rectangular but not circular features.

The term superresolution is sometimes misapplied. Measurements of small features alone cannot be taken as resolution, and improvements against some arbitrary baseline are not necessarily superresolved. By taking advantage of non-linearities in resist development, for example, isolated trenches and holes can be readily formed with dimensions tighter than the bright fringes and spots of the optical exposure. But with relatively large spaces between the features, resolution (and information content) remains unenhanced.

In dense patterning, diffraction effects can negatively impact image fidelity above the strict diffraction limit. Well-defined line-elbows and rectangle corners in the object-plane become highly distorted in the image plane. To address this problem, optical proximity correction (OPC) techniques seek to pre-compensate for diffraction effects in the mask design. In order to obtain a rectangle at the image plane, the corresponding mask feature in the object plane is flared at the ends and narrowed in the middle. Contrast improvement can be achieved with phase-shift masks that reverse electric field amplitude just after the object plane, obtaining darker nulls between the intensity features in the image plane. While these methods are sometimes advertised as enabling superresolution [3], they are more accurately described as resolution enhancement techniques (RET). That is, they improve resolution in a real and practical way, but only to the fundamental limit.

In semiconductor manufacturing, CD sets a lower bound on both the size of individual electronic devices and how densely they can be packed. A process parameter $k_1$ is a lumped term describing the net effects of aberrations and processing non-idealities. As processes and technologies mature, lower values of $k_1$ can be achieved thus enabling tighter critical dimensions. The fundamental lower limit is 0.25, as discussed above, but is more comfortably
0.4 in a manufacturing environment. As written in the lithography literature:

\[ CD = k_1 \frac{\lambda}{NA} \]  

Despite the planar nature of semiconductor lithography, inverse-square scaling of depth-of-focus (DOF) with NA can place an extreme demand on axial positioning and require restricted surface topography. Because of this, depth-of-focus can be as important as CD or more so at high NA. Another process parameter, \( k_2 \), is used to scale it:

\[ DOF = k_2 \frac{\lambda}{NA^2} \]  

Since the terminal resolution of ArF excimer (\( \lambda = 193 \) nm), \( NA=1.3 \) immersion lithography was reached in leading-edge processes, with \( CD = 38 \) nm, further improvements in pattern density have been achieved with multiple exposure and multiple patterning. Many variations exist, but the basic concept is to create non-linearities through processing that cannot be achieved with available linear optics. Dual tone resists crosslink with high exposure dose and are chemically insoluble with zero dose; only intermediate doses cause resist removal in developer. This provides the benefit of pitch-doubling with a single exposure.

Double or multiple exposure processes involve exposing the same photoresist film to different patterns, often originating from different masks, in sequence. This can be used with off-axis illumination configurations that are optimized for high resolution in a certain lateral direction. By breaking-up the exposure this way, it is possible to obtain optimized contrast at high resolution in \( \hat{x} \) and \( \hat{y} \) simultaneously. But without dual-tone or other non-linear behavior, the fundamental resolution limit is not improved.

Double or multiple patterning, on the other hand, can improve fundamental resolution. Instead of mere multiple exposures, the entire lithographic process is repeated for the same process step. For example, isolated narrow trenches are obtained in negative-tone resist with extended exposure. The resist is then be developed and the underlying layer etched for permanent transfer of the narrow trenches. Upon resist removal, the substrate is coated
with resist again and the entire process repeated with fine overlay alignment to achieve a second set of trenches interleaved with the first. Spacers may also be used to multiply pattern density, used alone or in conjunction with multiple patterning. To make spacers, a conformal coating is applied to pre-patterned features with vertical or near-vertical sidewalls. Etching removes the thin portions of the film on top of mesas or in-between features, leaving pillars on each sidewall. The pre-patterned feature is then selectively removed, leaving behind only the pillars which have twice the spacing density of the original support feature. While effective for extending miniaturization to the extent that resist development contrast is high and photoacid diffusion is low, these technologies incur a direct cost against throughput.

Directed self-assembly (DSA), on the other hand, imposes only limited throughput costs and is one of the most promising technologies for extending optical lithography. There are multiple DSA variations, with one particular process shown in Fig. 2.6. The basic concept is to pattern a template with conventional optical lithography, apply a block-copolymer film, and anneal it to produce ordered binary polymer domains aligned with the template. Upon selective removal of one of the domains, a density-multiplied polymer stencil remains. For applications such as memory and bit-patterned media (BPM), functional structures are often periodic and could greatly benefit from an efficient line or dot-multiplying DSA process. But while periodic-pattern density is increased, information density is not. That is, current DSA technology produces a template of narrow and tightly-spaced parallel lines across large areas. Additional, high-resolution “cut” or “trim” patterning is required to fabricate useful devices or vias from the template.

2.4 Superresolution

Lithography and microscopy are closely related, as each is approximately the other operating in reverse. In recent years, stimulated emission-depletion (STED) microscopy has demonstrated superresolved imaging of dense features, in real-time in the far-field. Briefly, STED is an extension of confocal microscopy. In addition to the excitation laser beam,
a second laser beam, with a wavelength chosen to preemptively eliminate fluorescence by draining the excited-state population, is formed into a dark-centered Gauss-Laguerre donut and focused around the excitation spot. As the power of the de-excitation beam is increased, confinement of the fluorescing region is enhanced. Superresolved imaging is performed by scanning the co-aligned spots across a sample while collecting the fluorescent emission in a photomultiplier tube, and reconstructing the signal map as a function of scan position. Resolution is typically improved 2-3x, but an especially impressive 5 nm resolution has been achieved with visible light in the special case of imaging nitrogen-vacancies in diamond [194].

Even more recently, STED microscopy has inspired new approaches to lithography. Menon and coworkers [7] reported on a bilayer technique for 2-color superresolution, consisting of a photochromic film laminated on top of a conventional resist film. When the stack is illuminated by red light, an azobenzene-derived species in the upper film undergoes a ring-opening reconfiguration, causing increased absorbance in certain portions of the UV spectrum. Acting as a dynamic near-field mask, the red-patterned photochromic film can limit the spatial extent of transmitted UV light to shrink features. Since the photoisomerization is to some extent reversible, the process can be repeated to achieve superresolved features.

This technique has the advantage of completely decoupling the 2-color response by
Figure 2.7: From [235]. Stimulated emission-depletion (STED) is a superresolution variant of confocal microscopy, where a Gauss-Laguerre spot induces non-linear de-excitation at the confocal spot periphery to narrow the fluorescence emission point-spread-function (PSF). STED provided the inspiration for multiple superresolution lithography schemes, including the one examined in this thesis.

Figure 2.8: From [194]. STED imaging of nitrogen-vacancy (NV) centers in diamond, with PSF width $\sim \lambda/130$. This dramatic result may be enabled by the all-physical (not chemical) mechanism of NV fluorescence and fluorescence-deactivation with STED.

physical separation, allowing a more engineered system design. It also refrains from consuming species, which is an important feature for the multiple activation / deactivation cycles required for dense, superresolved patterning. The main challenges are absorption contrast
and cycle times. Even with high loadings of photoswitchable chromophores with $\Delta \varepsilon \approx 10^4$ where $\varepsilon$ is molar absorptivity, submicron films still have absorption modulation depths of only order $5x$, leading to incomplete suppression of feature edges. Switchable absorption cycle times, on the other hand, are greatly relevant to throughput. While the UV-driven open $\rightarrow$ close isomerization is measured in seconds to minutes, red-driven close $\rightarrow$ open is measured in hours.

![Figure 2.9](image)

Figure 2.9: From [7]. Original caption: The scheme of absorbance modulation. a) The photochromic layer turns transparent upon exposure to $\lambda_1$ and opaque upon exposure to $\lambda_2$. When illuminated with a node at $\lambda_2$ coincident with a peak at $\lambda_1$, a subwavelength transparent region (or aperture) is formed through which photons at $\lambda_1$ penetrate, forming a nanoscale optical writing beam b) Structures of the open- and closed-ring isomers of compound 1. c) Absorbance spectra of compound 1 in the open and closed forms in hexane.

Another novel approach originated from the Fourkas group at Maryland, involving deactivation of the photoinitiator. In a method termed photoinduced deactivation, photoiniti-
Figure 2.10: From [7]. The developed lines at the right were generated with absorbance modulation lithography, although it is unclear from this image whether the line narrowing is due to patterned photochromic absorbance or underlying resist contrast $\gamma$.

Figure 2.11: From [78]. Photoinduced deactivation of photoinitiation causes the voids that appear between the polymer dashes in the photo on the left. The relatively long deactivation time-window suggests that stimulated emission depletion of the excited singlet state does not play a role. Instead, Fourkas proposes (right) that an ejected, solvated photoelectron may be driven back into the parent molecule by the deactivation beam to regenerate the photoinitiator and prevent primary radical production.
The photosensitiser begins in its electronic ground state $S_0$, and is driven to its first excited electronic state, $S_1$, via absorption (violet arrow) with rate constant $k_{E}I_E$. The electronically-excited molecule relaxes to its ground vibrational state via intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR). The molecule can then activate a reaction with rate constant $k_A$, relax nonradiatively with rate constant $k_{NR}$, fluoresce with rate constant $k_F$, or undergo stimulated emission with rate constant $k_{DI}$. It can also be driven to a higher electronic state $S_n$ by the deactivation beam, with rate constant $k_{EEA}I_D$. The rate constant for activation from $S_n$, $k_{A'}$, is generally larger than $k_A$.

tiator is deactivated via a mechanism that appears to not be stimulated-emission depletion, as evidenced by the relatively long time constant associated with the deactivation process. They speculated that absorption from the excitation beam causes an electron to be ejected from the photosensitizer, becoming solvated but remaining nearby the parent molecule as shown in Fig. 2.11. Light from the deactivation beam then has the effect of driving the solvated electron back into the parent molecule, thus regenerating the photoinitiator and preventing radical initiation. They admit that the actual mechanism of photo-deactivation is poorly understood [78], and raise questions about the mechanisms in STED-based lithography as well. In this, they refer to a sister-technique developed primarily by the Wegener
group at Karlsruhe. The observed short lifetimes of the deactivation window is evidence that the deactivation mechanism is indeed STED-based. They excited a coumarin-based laser dye with two-photon absorption and were able to de-excite it with a CW beam, demonstrating a 13% resolution improvement in dense patterning [71]. The main difficulty with this family of techniques is achieving strong, selective deactivation. Excited-state absorption (see Fig. 2.12) is believed to be a major problem, but complexity in the electronic configuration of the photosensitizer has so far obscured clear understanding.

Yet another technique, attempting enhanced confinement of polymerization with photogenerated radical scavengers via single-photon kinetics, has been reported on by groups at Colorado [202] and Swinburne [80]. It is the subject of this thesis.
Chapter 3

Radical photopolymerization in thin films and the two-color response

Photoinhibited superresolution (PInSR) lithography involves orthogonal control of competing chemical reactions between photogenerated species. By projecting onto a resin film the superposition of complementary monochromatic light patterns at different wavelengths, patterned saturation of scavenger species may enhance spatial confinement of polymerization to exceed the optical diffraction limit. With the benefit of transient scavenger concentration, subsequent optical exposures add additional tightly-confined features to create a complete polymer pattern. Processing is finished with a solvent wash to clear away unpolymerized resin, yielding a polymer stencil with features that are, with respect to the optical imaging system, superresolved. This chapter introduces the fundamental photochemistry and development of the resin / monomer platform, and covers FTIR results concerning the relationship between photoinhibition and viscosity.

PInSR employs two photochemical processes to serve as interfaces between the optical and chemical systems. Photoinitiation occurs when a molecular species (or combination of species) called photoinitiator absorbs incident light and forms reactive primary radicals. These add to monomer, initiating a polymerization chain reaction that greatly amplifies the material-transforming effect of the absorbed light.

The second photochemical process is referred to here as photoinhibition. Like photoinitiator, photoinhibitor also absorbs light to produce radicals, but the scavenging radicals formed tend to inhibit polymerization instead of initiating it. Additionally, owing to separate
molecular structures, photoinhibitor may have an optical absorption spectrum completely different from the photoinitiator. This allows the possibility of orthogonal photoinitiation and photoinhibition.

3.1 Compounds for photoinitiation and photoinhibition of polymerization

Wavelength-selective optical absorption by the photoinitiator and photoinhibitor makes it advantageous to use narrow-band sources, and the need to produce tightly-focused spots requires a high degree of source coherence. Lasers are therefore an obvious choice. Beam wavelengths are chosen for maximally orthogonal excitation of the photoinitiator and photoinhibitor systems in the resist, which are co-chosen for having complementary spectra. A successful selection of compounds and source wavelengths was demonstrated in [202], and is used extensively in this work.

Photolithographic pattern transfer requires some kind of light-induced change in material properties, whether they be mechanical, chemical or optical in nature. Radical photopolymerization is an efficient means of achieving large mechanical change in a resin, especially when crosslinking occurs. During radical photopolymerization, light is first absorbed by photoinitiator and converted to primary radicals that add to monomer molecules. Radicals are conserved in the monomer addition, but relocate to the just-added monomer group where they may add to another monomer and another after that, in a chain reaction. This proceeds until the propagating chain is terminated by reacting with another radical; radicals are created and destroyed in pairs. In this process only initiator dissociation is endothermic at room-temperature, requiring energy from incident photons. Primary radical addition, chain propagation and termination are exothermic and happen spontaneously during and after light exposure.

Even without crosslinking, polymerization causes large changes in material solubility and mechanical properties. For example, at room-temperature monofunctional methyl methacrylate is a liquid with greater volatility and lower viscosity than water. With com-
Figure 3.1: Superresolution is enabled by enhanced, but temporary, spatial confinement of cross-linking polymerization. Localized polymerization of monomer occurs within the focused spot of the 473 nm writing beam, initiated by the blue-light sensitive dye camphorquinone (CQ). The CQ absorption spectrum is rather interesting in that it contains a null near 365 nm, providing a window for selective photoexcitation of another species. Localized inhibition / retardation of polymerization occurs within the donut-shaped focal spot of the 364 nm inhibiting beam, caused by photodissociation of TED into DTC radical scavengers. Orthogonal two-color control is enabled by the complimentary absorption spectra of the photoinitiator (CQ) and the photoinhibitor (TED). When the donut-shaped inhibiting spot is superimposed upon the writing spot, increased inhibiting beam power results in increased spatial confinement and a smaller polymer dot.

Complete polymerization into poly(methyl methacrylate), the resulting thermoplastic is a strong solid with typical melting point of 160 °C. When multifunctional monomers are polymerized, crosslinks form between the polymer chains. After sufficient crosslinking a continuous network forms and the resin is said to have gelled. Solvent may penetrate this network and cause it to swell, but unlike unreacted monomer or unattached oligomer the crosslinked network
Figure 3.2: Camphorquinone (CQ) is a blue-sensitive dye that is paired with a tertiary-amine coinitiator to initiate radical polymerization. Tetraethylthiuram disulfide (TED) undergoes homolytic cleavage under near-UV light to produce dithiocarbamyl (DTC) radicals that terminate (but do not efficiently initiate) chain polymerization.

cannot be dissolved. This feature may be exploited to form a binary polymer stencil: after a solvent rinse, only light-cured regions remain and may be used to as a chemical or physical resist for subsequent processing steps.

Photoinhibited superresolution lithography makes use of a Norrish type II initiating system, consisting of the dye camphorquinone (CQ) and the electron-donating tertiary amine ethyl 4-(dimethylamino) benzoate (EDAB). CQ is chosen for its absorption spectrum, which features a peak in the blue at $\lambda = 469$ nm, and a deep trough in the near-UV at $\lambda = 365$ nm. Upon absorbing a photon of blue light, CQ is promoted to a short-lived excited-singlet state from which it can undergo intersystem crossing to an excited triplet state. It may then react with the co-initiator EDAB by abstracting a hydrogen, thus creating a relatively unreactive ketyl radical on the parent CQ molecule and an $\alpha$-aminoalkyl primary radical on the parent EDAB molecule that can add into monomer to initiate chain polymerization.

There is a large and growing variety of monomers available for radical polymerization. In this work, methacrylates such as triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA)
Figure 3.3: From [65]. Benzoyltrimethylgermane (BTM-Ge) is a Norrish type-I photoinitiator, with an absorption spectrum that features sensitivity in the visible-band and a relatively lower-absorbing window in the near-UV. BTM-Ge may be an attractive alternative to CQ for two reasons: both photogenerated radicals (acyl and germyl) should efficiently add to methacrylate monomer, and a co-initiator is not required.

Typical resin systems with photoinitiator and monomer, if designed correctly, can be used for diffraction-limited photopolymerization lithography. Resolution beyond $\lambda/4NA$ requires some type of non-linear optical response, provided in photoinhibition superresolution and isophorone urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA-IPDI) are generally used. Acrylate-based resins would cure more quickly but are unfortunately incompatible with TED, as discussed below. The multifunctional nature of the monomer allows crosslinking, whereby two polymer chains incorporate the same monomer unit. Difunctional monomers are used here only because they are widely available; monomers with 3 or more methacrylate reactive groups may allow PInSR resins with more efficient dose-to-gellation.

Typical resin systems with photoinitiator and monomer, if designed correctly, can be used for diffraction-limited photopolymerization lithography. Resolution beyond $\lambda/4NA$ requires some type of non-linear optical response, provided in photoinhibition superresolution
Figure 3.4: From [32]. The compound 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-yl disulfide can undergo homolytic cleavage to produce 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidin-1-ylthiyl (TEMPS), the sulfur analogue of TEMPO. While additional work is required to determine the suitability of TEMPS as a photoinhibitor, it may have advantages over TED. The presence of methyl groups around the disulfide bond may reduce undesired chain-transfer of primary or propagating radicals into the disulfide, thus enabling use with fast-reacting acrylate monomer. Also, chain-termination with TEMPS may be irreversible, eliminating the possibility of continued living-radical polymerization under UV illumination.

As mentioned earlier, PInSR lithography uses a second beam to control a photopatterned termination mechanism. Tetraethylthiuram disulfide (TED), known in the literature as an iniferter, is used here as a photoinhibitor and is the parent molecule of scavenging radicals that can cross-terminate primary and propagating radicals. The term iniferter was coined by Otsu [181] as a shortened form of initiator / chain transfer agent, a class of compound useful for living radical polymerization. While PInSR is not an implementation of living-radical polymerization per se, it does appropriate the use of photo-induced attenuation of the polymerization rate. This owes to the (mostly) non-initiating, sulfur-centered dithiocarbamate (DTC) radicals created by photocleaving TED with near-UV light. While not efficient in starting a propagating polymer chain, DTC radicals will readily combine with primary and propagating radicals, retarding the polymer conversion rate. DTC radicals will also recombine with other DTC radicals at a nearly diffusion-limited rate [191], thus regenerating TED.
3.2 Evidence of photoinhibition, side-reactions

In this work, it is necessary to have a parameter that describes the photoinhibition efficacy of a particular resin under particular experimental conditions. For this I introduce the term “photoinhibition contrast” (PIC), defined here as the ratio of average polymerization rate under blue-only illumination to the average polymerization rate under both blue and UV illumination. For two-color FTIR measurements of polymer conversion, this is done by taking the ratio of slopes for one and two-color conversion vs. time plots during a specified interval. For patterned photoinhibition experiments, PIC is determined by taking the ratio of exposure time required to gel the sample under superimposed blue and UV focused spots to exposure time required to gel the sample under a blue-only focused spot. For such a measurement to be meaningful, blue irradiance must be held constant for the blue-only and blue+UV experiments. Although this parameter has the shortcoming that it depends on illumination conditions, it is helpful for describing photoinhibition efficacy. Photoinhibition contrast, together with diffusion-induced pattern blurring, determine the degree of superresolution that is possible in a PInSR system.

Several side reactions are possible in this system. DTC radicals are capable of initiating chain polymerization, but this typically requires temperatures of 80 °C or higher [163]. In experiments conducted during this work, methacrylate resins containing TED and no other photoinitiator did not polymerize even after several hours of UV exposure at ∼10 mW·cm$^{-2}$. Importantly for living-radical polymerization, DTC end-caps may absorb near-UV light and detach from polymer chains. This allows chain growth to resume, although a high concentration of DTC radicals would tend to minimize growth of resurrected chains by causing them to be quickly recapped. Another unwanted and likely more-significant side reaction is initiation by the near-UV beam. This can be caused by CQ excitation at $\lambda = 364$ nm or by another unintended photoreaction, such as photoinitiation from impurities. This has a direct impact on the degree to which polymerization can be suppressed, a fundamental
Figure 3.5: Two-color photopolymerization of triethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) resin, containing 1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB and 3 wt% TED. Neat TEGDMA viscosity $\eta = 10.2$ [198]. Retarded cure under additional UV illumination is the basis for two-color control. This resin is used in the first published description of the photoinitiation / photoinhibition superresolution scheme [202]. Photoinhibition contrast (ratio of slopes) is 3.7, measured in the interval $40 < t < 60$ (s).

...factor limiting superresolution ability.

For many non-biological applications, acrylate monomers are preferred due to benefits of their higher reactivity. The kinetic propagation constant $k_p$ of a typical acrylate is on the order of 20,000 M·s$^{-1}$, significantly higher than a typical methacrylate with $k_p$ on the order of 300 - 1,000 M·s$^{-1}$. Faster propagation can result in greater light sensitivity and faster curing.

Unfortunately, acrylates cannot be used in PInSR resists due to a strong interaction with the uncleaved photoinhibitor TED. By design, TED should be inert in the resin apart from UV photosensitivity. What I have observed, however, is that TED powerfully inhibits polymerization of acrylates. Blue-light initiated photopolymerization of an acrylate is shown in Fig. 3.6, with and without TED. Anomalous results of other groups notwithstanding [80], acrylate-based resins containing TED would seem impractical.
Figure 3.6: TED effect on acrylate photopolymerization. Strong inhibition is likely caused by acrylate chain-transfer to the TED molecule, resulting in a DTC-terminated chain and a non-initiating DTC radical. Base resin is hexanediol diacrylate (HDDA) with 1 wt % CQ and 0.5 wt% EDAB.

Of the physical parameters, resin viscosity is perhaps the most important aspect of PInSR resists. This is due to many factors, especially the need for low mobility and species confinement which will be discussed in a later section. Viscosity can have a large effect on polymerization rate or photosensitivity, with peak polymerization rate $R_p$ tending to be higher during the cure of more viscous resins. This arises from suppressed termination kinetics, radical termination being generally diffusion-limited.

3.3 Necessity of the thin-film configuration and the associated effects of resin viscosity on photoinhibition

In the initial work on this topic, small features were written into a bulk TEGDMA formulation sandwiched between glass plates. This configuration has the advantage of simplicity and impermeability to atmospheric oxygen, but the 10 $\mu$m minimum thickness achievable between glass slides makes it unusable for dense patterning with single-photon absorption
kinetics. Spin-coating is an attractive alternative, as it is commonly used to produce uniform thin films with arbitrary thickness; such films need only be cured in an environment purged of oxygen.

Thin films may be formed instantaneously if the TEGDMA formulation is deposited on a spinning substrate, but of low viscosity liquids only the few that are super-wetting [63] can be spun to stable thin films that resist rupture. Liquids with high viscosity, on the other hand, flow more slowly and can resist rupture for significant intervals. In spin-coating trials, I observed that UDMA (Sigma) and other monomers with viscosity $\eta > 8,500$ cP are good candidates for open 1 $\mu$m films. Alternatively, linear polymers such as PMMA may be added to increase viscosity; these films may be additionally stabilized against rupture by entanglement effects [242].

Choice of solvents is crucial for good spin-casting. High solubility of solids (the non-volatile resin or resist to be deposited on the substrate) in the solvent is required to prevent precipitation before solvent evaporation is complete. Also, solvent vapor pressure should be relatively low to moderate the evaporation rate and thus prevent dynamic evaporation from causing ripples in the spin-coated film, also known as the “orange-peel” effect [130]. For these reasons, solvents such as PGMEA ($\eta = 3.7$ Torr, 20 °C) and cyclohexanone ($\eta = 3.4$ Torr, 20 °C) are commonly used to spin-cast organic resins and resists.

Another important aspect of resist chemistry to consider is substrate adhesion. Crosslinked polymer on smooth glass can be accidentally washed away during solvent rinse, but certain measures can prevent this. One method is to react a silane coupling agent onto the glass surface; examples are shown in Fig. 3.7.

Use of silane coupling agents can result in robust covalent bonds with the substrate, but also tends to lower the surface energy which can degrade resin wetting. An alternative is to incorporate an adhesion promoter in the resin and leave the glass surface clean and unaltered. Several new adhesion promoters came on the market from Esstech at the time of this writing, and though the structures are proprietary they have been beneficial in this work.
Results obtained with 5 wt% PL-2212 (Esstech) have been especially good, and comparable to that of silane coupling agents.

In bulk tests using FTIR spectroscopy, various neat resins were characterized for photoinhibition. Within the initial screening, reasonable photoinhibition efficacy is observed with low-viscosity monomers like TEGDMA and HDDMA. With the high-viscosity UDMA (\( \eta = 8,500 \) cP), however, no photoinhibition effect is observed at all under the test conditions (see Fig. 3.11).

In a second round of tests [76], I added high and low-viscosity inert diluents to a TEGDMA resin (\( \eta = 10 \) cP, neat) to assess the effect on photoinhibition. Dilution with low-viscosity hexane (\( \eta = 0.4 \) cP) improved photoinhibition contrast to 7.0, while dilution with higher-viscosity triethylene glycol (\( \eta = 40 \) cP) degraded photoinhibition contrast to 2.1. Assuming no change in the chemistry, this suggests that photoinhibition is viscosity-dependent.

In a third test, I mixed a low-viscosity diluent (cyclohexanone, \( \eta = 2 \) cP) to UDMA photoinhibition resin at 50 wt%. This dramatically improved photoinhibition contrast from 1 (no effect, Fig. 3.11) to 7.3, as shown in Fig. 3.12.

As I will show later, radical photoinhibition with TED is not impossible at high viscosity. But in the experimental regime where analytical instruments such as FTIR spectrometers are commonly used, with light irradiance in the range \( 0.5 - 50 \) mW·cm\(^{-2} \), photoinhibition...
Figure 3.8: Two-color photopolymerization of hexanediol dimethacrylate (HDDMA), containing 1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB and 3 wt% TED. Neat HDDMA viscosity $\eta = 4$ [198]. This demonstrates that in addition to TEGDMA, the two-color response can occur in other non-viscous methacrylate resins at typical flood-cure irradiances. Photoinhibition contrast is 5.1, measured in the interval $40 < t < 100$ (s).

efficacy is strongly reduced with increasing viscosity. This is overcome with the very high irradiance of a focused laser spot, where TED-based photoinhibition and high viscosity can co-exist. But the valuable techniques commonly used in photopolymers research cannot easily be adapted to this regime, and without these tools the research becomes significantly more difficult.

One explanation for poor photoinhibition in high viscosity resins is geminate recombination of TED: the DTC radical pair produced from TED photocleavage does not escape its solvent cage and instead recombines to reproduce the parent molecule. This effect is observed in other high-viscosity systems, and is equivalent to a reduced quantum yield for the reaction $\text{TED} + h\nu \rightarrow \text{DTC}^\cdot + \text{DTC}^\cdot$. A reproduction of the flash laser photolysis experiments by Plyusnin [191], but with higher-viscosity solvents, could test this hypothesis.

Another explanation for the photoinhibition / viscosity relationship is suppressed ter-
Figure 3.9: Two-color photopolymerization of ethoxylated (2) bisphenol-A dimethacrylate (E2BADMA), containing 1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB and 3 wt% TED. Neat E2BADMA viscosity $\eta = 1,082$ cP [199]. Photoinhibition is not observed under these conditions (photoinhibition contrast is 1), though it is observed under very high UV irradiance [38].

mination. Rate constants for radical combination are typically very high, on the order of $10^9 - 10^{10}$ M·s$^{-1}$ in non-viscous liquid media, so are typically limited by diffusion. When diffusivity is reduced the termination rate constant is similarly reduced, with little effect on rates of initiation and propagation. A well-known example of this is the autoacceleration effect, observed during the radical polymerization of initially low-viscosity resin. As polymer conversion increases, mobility decreases thus slowing termination. Assuming steady-state where $R_i = R_t$, this forces a higher concentration of propagating radicals and results in a higher polymerization rate $R_p$.

Strongly suppressed photoinhibition efficacy was observed over a series of FTIR photocuring experiments, in which the photoinitiator choice, photoinitiator concentration, illumination wavelength and incident irradiance were all identical. The primary-radical generation rate therefore should have been constant, to first order, for all the resins characterized.
Figure 3.10: Two-color photopolymerization of TEGDMA containing 1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB, and 3 wt% TED, mixed 3:1 with hexane diluent. The photoinhibition effect is enhanced, compared to results from the non-diluted TEGDMA resin in Fig. 3.5. Photoinhibition contrast is 8.6, measured in the interval $40 < t < 100$ (s).

But the rate of cross-termination, in which a DTC radical combines with a primary or propagating radical, is the product of both radical concentrations and the rate constant $k_t$. This rate constant is diffusion-limited, and so decreases approximately linearly with viscosity. So even with zero geminate recombination, equivalent photoinhibition in a resin with 10x increased viscosity would require 10x increased DTC radical concentration.

I used the ring-opening inhibitor 1,4,4-trimethyl-2,3-diazabicyclo[3.2.2]non-2-ene 2,3-dioxide (TAOBN, Hampford Research) to test this hypothesis. TAOBN is understood to be reactive as a radical scavenger in its open state but not in its closed state, with the equilibrium proportion of rings in the open-state being a function of temperature. This simulates a TED-containing resin exposed to UV light, but without the possibility of bimolecular geminate-recombination of the inhibitor. Time-resolved FTIR polymer conversion results of the TEGDMA control experiment ($\eta = 10$ cP) are shown in Fig. 3.13, and demonstrate the
Figure 3.11: Two-color photopolymerization of urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA, Sigma) resin, containing 1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB and 3 wt% TED. Neat UDMA viscosity $\eta = 8,500$ cP [67]. The two-color response appears to be completely suppressed as with E2BADMA.

Figure 3.12: Two-color photopolymerization of UDMA resin, containing 1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB and 3 wt% TED, mixed 1:1 with non-viscous cyclohexanone diluent. Photoinhibition contrast is 5.1, measured in the interval $40 < t < 60$ (s).
Figure 3.13: TAOBN retards room-temperature photopolymerization of TEGDMA resin containing 0.5 wt% TPO, under 365 nm illumination at 5 mW·cm\(^{-2}\). The premature conversion plateau in TAOBN-containing resin is likely due to exhaustion of initiator. Photoinhibition contrast is 2.5, measured in the interval \(40 < t < 60\) (s) for the control and \(45 < t < 65\) (s) for the test. The apparent \(\sim 5\) s delay in conversion of the TAOBN-containing test experiment is most likely due to delayed onset of illumination (caused by a sticky shutter).

significant effect of 0.6 wt% TAOBN. Results from the UDMA test samples (\(\eta = 8,500\) cP) are shown in Fig. 3.14, and indicate 0.6 wt% TAOBN had little or no effect. The difference between the control and experiment results is remarkable, and suggests that geminate recombination effects are not necessary to explain the viscosity-dependence of photoinhibition shown above.

One interesting caveat to the photoinhibition / viscosity results is the case of TEGDMA mixed 1:1 with PMMA (120k MW). Despite much slower flow and greater thin-film stability than the other bulk-monomer viscous resins, a small amount of photoinhibition was observed as shown in Fig. 3.15. This is likely due to relatively high mobility for small molecular species, allowed by excess free-volume around the PMMA coils.
Figure 3.14: TAOBN fails to retard photopolymerization of UDMA (Esstech) resin containing 0.5 wt% TPO, under 365 nm illumination at 5 mW·cm$^{-2}$. Separate experiments showed that inhibition of UDMA photopolymerization was possible, but required 10-20 wt% TAOBN. Photoinhibition contrast is roughly 1.

Figure 3.15: Two-color photopolymerization of TEGDMA containing 1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB and 3 wt% TED, mixed 1:1 with PMMA (120k, Sigma). The observed photoinhibition in this viscous film may be due to large macroviscosity and small microviscosity, as discussed by North and Reed [175]. Photoinhibition contrast is 2.8, measured in the interval $40 < t < 60$ (s).
Chapter 4

Two-color laser direct write system

The experimental layout and controls for PInSR direct write lithography is similar to that of STED microscopy, from which PInSR was inspired. But specific requirements, especially focusing and sample mounting, necessitate design and construction of a custom writing station. This chapter covers sources, optics, electronics, positioning and system control. Also described is a special mount and oxygen-removing purge system, required for polymerization of the radical-initiated thin-film.

Thanks to single-photon absorption kinetics, the two-color photoinhibited superresolution (PInSR) approach can ideally be adapted for high-throughput projection lithography. But for the work presented here, a direct-write configuration is used and the experiment closely resembles a stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscope. Both systems utilize Gauss and Gauss-Laguerre beams at different wavelengths for orthogonal control of material response; the STED deactivation and pump beams are replaced in PInSR with inhibiting and writing beams.

Reviewing the photochemistry, camphorquinone (CQ) is a visible-light photoinitiator that can react with a non-photosensitive tertiary-amine coinitiator to generate primary radicals. Tetraethylthiuram disulfide (TED), used here as the photoinhibitor, is an ultraviolet-activated radical scavenger. TED does not have appreciable absorption in the visible spectrum, but increasingly absorbs shorter wavelengths in the ultraviolet (UV). CQ is common in dental resins, with a peak absorption in the blue and an almost non-absorbing null in
the ultraviolet near the mercury i-line. Since TED does have some absorption at this wavelength, the $\lambda = 364$ nm emission from an Ar+ laser is chosen for the inhibition beam. A broader wavelength selection is possible for the writing beam, given the non-absorption of TED in the visible, but excitation near the CQ absorption peak at $\lambda = 469$ nm makes the most efficient use of photons. A $\lambda = 473$ nm diode laser is therefore chosen to supply the writing beam.

Figure 4.1: PInSR controls schematic.

4.1 Optical setup

A 20 mW CW blue $\lambda = 473$ nm diode laser from Omicron (Rodgau, Germany) is used to supply a stable, low noise, high wavefront quality writing beam. Also tried were lasers from B&W Tek (Newark, DE) and CrystaLaser (Reno, NV), which use diode-pumped solid-
state (DPSS) technology to induce Nd lasing at 948 nm, which is then frequency-doubled. These lasers were rejected when large power drift and high frequency noise were observed; output drift prevents consistent lithographic exposures, and high-frequency modulation can wreak havoc on the kinetics of radical photopolymerization.

An argon-ion (Ar+) laser from the Coherent Innova 300C series supplies a $\lambda = 363.8$ nm UV inhibiting beam, by way of a single-line output coupler. Beam power, along with other parameters, is adjusted by changing commanded tube current or setpoint optical power (using feedback from an internal power meter). It is useful during patterning experiments to change setpoint power from automation control software, and this is accomplished via RS232. Constant-current mode is preferred for reliable tube starting; switching to constant-output afterwards provides exposure repeatability. The setpoint power and observed output power, as measured with a separate power meter, have a linear relationship but a non-unity scaling factor may cause the absolute power readout to be inaccurate. Water-cooling is required for laser operation, and insufficiently fast or cool water flow can cause the controller to fault.

Writing and inhibiting beams are made to pass through standard attenuators, beam splitters, spatial filters and beam expanders, and are steered by 4f relays that image the steering mirror onto the objective back-focal plane. Just before the objective, the beams are combined with a dichroic mirror that reflects at $\lambda = 473$ nm and transmits at $\lambda = 364$ nm. Fused-silica lenses are used along the UV beam to prevent unwanted attenuation. UV doublets were used initially, but extended exposure of the spatial-filter focusing lens to the high-intensity unexpanded beam tended to induce damage in the cement between the elements, thus causing significant absorption and aberration of the beam. To solve this problem, long focal-length singlets are used to focus the narrow beam into the spatial filter. Beyond the spatial filter, a charge-1 spiral phase plate (SPP), design wavelength $\lambda_{des} = 365$ nm from RPC Photonics (Rochester, NY) is optionally inserted into the Gaussian beam to convert it to the donut-shaped $GL_0^1$ mode. STED researchers working with non-paraxial (high-NA) $GL_0^1$ beams have observed that clean, axially-symmetric and dark-centered spots only oc-
Figure 4.2: PIInSR optical schematic. The blue writing beam and UV inhibiting beam are filtered and modulated before passing into 4f relays, which image a steering mirror onto the objective back focal plane. A dichroic mirror in the last relay segment combines the beams. Photosensitive thin-film samples are mounted across a purge chamber, vertically positioned in beam focus and scanned horizontally for writing.

cur with near-perfect circular polarization (see [194], references therein). While obtaining highly circularly-polarized beams is relatively straightforward with linearly polarized light and quarter-wave plate, phase effects from out-of-plane turning mirrors and restricted clearance in the steering relay necessitate two waveplates placed farther up the beam. The goal is to pre-compensate for later polarization distortions by generating a particular elliptical polarization: a half-waveplate rotates the linearly polarized beam to a particular orientation and quarter-waveplate introduces a particular degree of ellipticity. Optimum orientation of both elements is determined by iterative repositioning of each element to minimize sinusoidal power fluctuations, measured on a power meter placed beyond a spinning analyzer at the objective mount. When optimized, the beam is highly elliptical exiting the quarter-wave plate but nearly circular at the objective mount (typical degree of circular polarization $\approx 0.97$).
Figure 4.3: Sample holder at focus position above objective. a) From above: purge chamber consists of a 10 mm circular hole capped with a square plexiglass window, with one 1/8” OD nylon tube for gas supply and another for exhaust. Tip/tilt is adjusted by thumbscrews. b) From below: resist-on-coverslip sample is placed over the purge chamber and held in place with sticky-tape.

Focusing is achieved by detecting sample-surface reflections that pass back through the spatial filter pinhole during an axial scan. A beamsplitter redirects the weak confocal reflection to a low-noise photoreceiver (New Focus 1801) with fixed gain. The photoreceiver output is biased and amplified by a 2-stage amplifier, with gain optimized to fill the A/D dynamic range during an air/glass surface pass through the beam focus.

The $GL_0^1$ dark central null is critical for PInSR direct-write, and numerical simulations help to understand SPP fabrication and alignment tolerances in the system. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 show three important simulated cases of a monochromatic beam that has passed through a spiral phase plate, computed by Fourier-transform. SPPs may be made with a finite number
Figure 4.4: Focus detector schematic: Confocal reflected light is focused onto a silicon photodiode with an integrated low-noise preamp (New Focus 1801 photoreceiver). To compensate for thermal drift and ambient light, receiver signal bias is adjusted with a unity-gain inverting amplifier before passing into a high gain amplifier. Visible LEDs provide a visual indication of confocal reflection.

Figure 4.5: Typical focus scan of coverslip surface, $\lambda = 473$ nm, NA = 1.2. Sample plane position is estimated by fitting focus coordinates just outside the writing area.

of discrete stairsteps that form the phase ramp; reducing this number increases azimuthal
variation in the profile, but null depth remains unchanged. Offcenter SPP alignment in the beam and errors in the amount of phase wrap (design wavelength $\lambda_{\text{des}}$) seem to have the same general effect: asymmetric lobes appear around the null, but the null darkness is again retained.

Figure 4.6: SPP: 16 steps, correct design wavelength, aligned in beam

Objective lens choice is crucial for achieving diffraction-limited visible and UV spots at the same axial focus. While it is not discussed much in the manufacturer literature, experience suggests that most modern oil-immersion lenses are only corrected in the visible. Many lenses may offer high UV transmission, especially those designed for fluorescence imaging, but several lenses tested (Olympus 1.4 NA / 60x PLAPON super chromatic aberration-corrected; Olympus 1.4 NA 100x UPLSAPO; Nikon 1.4 NA 60x CFI Lambda), performed dismally in gold nanoparticle PSF tests at $\lambda = 364$ nm, with focal spots several times broader than the diffraction limit. Since the numerical lens design is likely optimized by minimizing high-order polynomial functions within a parametric design space, it is perhaps unsurprising to observe wild performance deviations outside that design space. A 1.3 NA / 40x oil Neofluar from
Zeiss yielded a diffraction-limited PSF at $\lambda = 364$ nm, but the axial chromatic error between that focus and the $\lambda = 473$ nm focus was several microns. Zeiss Ultrafluor objectives are specifically designed for UV and visible correction; a 0.2 NA / 10x Ultrafluor and a rare 1.2 NA / 100x 365 nm glycerol Ultrafluor were obtained for this work, and diffraction-limited performance was demonstrated in the visible and UV.

Despite UV and visible corrected design, the Ultrafluor objectives have a small but measurable axial chromatic error between $\lambda = 364$ nm and $\lambda = 473$ nm, resulting in a $\sim 3 \mu$m difference in focus. Slight decollimation of the blue beam, by linear-stage adjustment on the 2nd 4f steering-relay lens, corrects the error without significantly degrading the transverse PSF. Decollimation tuning of the blue is done by first precisely focusing the UV beam on a reflecting sample. Next, reflected blue light traveling back through the blue spatial filter is maximized by adjusting a linear stage holding the 2nd 4f mirror.
Figure 4.8: Zeiss Ultrafluar objective lenses, corrected in UV and visible bands.

4.2 Alignment

Beam angular tolerance required to maintain a stationary diffraction-limited spot in the focal plane is derived given just $\lambda$ and the objective input aperture $D$. For the 1.2 NA Ultrafluar, $D = 4 \text{ mm}$. At $\lambda = 364 \text{ nm}$, angular resolution $\theta = 19 \text{ arcsec}$. But the 0.2 NA Ultrafluar has a slightly larger input aperture of $D = 6.5 \text{ mm}$, which gives $\theta = 12 \text{ arcsec}$. Counterintuitively, transverse alignment is more difficult with the lower-NA objective. Angular adjustment resolution of $1/10$ of a diffraction-limited spot or $1 \text{ arcsec}$ is desired for fine alignment of the blue and UV beams, which is beyond the sensitivity of manual thumb-screw adjustment of mirror-mounts. Piezo-actuated Picomotors (New Focus) improve screw-angle resolution to 0.03 degrees and are remotely controlled, eliminating unwanted deflections from finger contact and improving beam steering resolution to $0.1 \text{ arcsec}$.
Figure 4.9: Diagram for angular sensitivity derivation, given lens aperture diameter $D$, $NA$ and index $n$ at the image plane.

\[ d = \frac{\lambda}{2NA} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

\[ f = \frac{D}{2NA} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

\[ \tan \theta = \frac{d}{f} = \frac{\lambda}{D} \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)

Use of ND filter wheels during an experiment can present alignment difficulties; Thorlabs reflective ND filters used in this system have a specified parallelism of $< 0.03$ arcmin, translating into as much as a 180 arcsec beam angle deviation as filters are switched. This is dealt with by placing the ND filter wheel near an adjustable steering mirror before the spatial filter and tweaking mirror tilt for maximum pinhole transmission with every ND filter change.

Relative position of blue and UV spots can be determined at high NA by imaging reflections from randomly dispersed gold nanoparticles at the focal plane. For this, a beam-
splitter, imaging lens and camera are installed in both beam channels before the steering relay. Gold nanoparticles (100 nm diameter, Sigma) are spin-cast from water onto a clean glass coverslip and inspected for distribution with a dark-field microscope. A droplet of photo-curable resin is placed on the same coverslip surface, which is laid face-down against a clean glass microscope slide with sticky-tape spacers. The resin is then cured through the glass with a UV lamp, rendering a layer of nanoparticles encapsulated by crosslinked polymer approximately index-matched to glass. The encapsulant resin is prepared by mixing ethoxylated bisphenol-A diacrylate (Sigma) with 0.5 wt% Lucirin TPO (BASF). As the sample is scanned past the objective focus, reflections from the gold particles are visible on the cameras. When a particle has been moved into the beam focus, a very bright reflection may be observed. To check that both blue and UV spots have been aligned to the same particle, it is useful to translate to a new particle and alternate beams; if a bright reflection is observed from one beam but not the other, the spots may have been aligned to different particles.

Figure 4.10: Alignment by reflection from gold nanoparticles on a coverslip surface, encapsulated by a crosslinked polymer that is index-matched to glass.
Alignment at both high and low NA can be done by making a small hole in a thin gold film with a focused UV beam, then steering the blue spot through it. For this, gold is sputtered on a clean coverslip until the coverslip is mostly reflective and only barely transparent. The coverslip is then mounted gold-down onto a glass slide with sticky-tape spacers and without resin, then secured at the edges to the slide with sticky-tape. The UV ablation / melting response is subject to a strong non-linear threshold effect, so brief flashes from a high-power beam are best for making a diffraction-limited hole. To monitor blue and (lower power) UV transmission through the hole, a photodiode may be mounted above the alignment target. Sticky-tape suspended above the alignment target provides a diffusive screen. Rough alignments may be done by eye and fine alignments using the continuously updated readout of a power meter.

4.3 Control and synchronization

Separate mechanical shutters from Vincent Associates (Rochester, NY) independently modulate the blue and UV beams. Two shutter types are used: the large-aperture VS series, capable of 20 ms pulses, and the small-aperture LS series, capable of 0.5 ms pulses. Shutters are driven by a Vincent Associates controller. Nanosecond modulation was demonstrated with acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) from Crystal Technology (Palo Alto, CA). Finite AOM on/off contrast was a limiting factor due to the step-and-wait nature of the writing system, which was dealt with by combining mechanical shutter and acousto-optic modulation on each beam-line. For simplicity, however, mechanical shutters are used without AOMs for general patterning experiments. Fast direct modulation is possible with the PhoxX diode laser, which may be useful in future work. Coarse adjustments to beam power are made with neutral-density filters, and fine adjustments via the laser controllers. This gives a combined beam power range of 36 nW – 3.2 mW at \( \lambda = 473 \) nm, and 360 nW – 12 mW at \( \lambda = 364 \) nm.

To avoid non-deterministic USB timing, shutters are signaled by an SR535 (Stanford
Research Systems) digital delay generator (DDG). The SR535 provides four programmable rising and falling-edge signals following a trigger, allowing for two independent pulses of arbitrary duration and delay. DDG programming and triggering is done via GPIB.

Precise sample positioning is accomplished with a Newport XPS XYZ-stage stack. Transverse control (horizontal, parallel to the sample plane) is by XMS 160 and 100 linear-motor stages rated for 10 nm minimum incremental motion, while axial control (vertical, normal to the sample plane) is by a GTS 30V rated for 100 nm minimum incremental motion. A Newport XPS controller receives commands via Ethernet from an experiment automation computer. XMS stages are slow but precise in step-and-expose dot-writing programs. The GTS 30V is specified for bidirectional repeatability of +/- 0.1 µm, which is well within the 350 nm DOF for λ = 364 nm light into a 1.2 NA objective. However, apparent bidirectional repeatability issues necessitated approaching z-positions always from the same direction, a method that increases experiment time somewhat but seems to successfully address the problem.

Writing station automation is implemented in MATLAB, using the Data Acquisition Toolbox and the Instrument Control Toolbox with VISA (National Instruments). Focus-detector levels are read via USB from a 1208 FS DAQ (Measurement Computing, Norton, MA). The SR535 DGG is programmed and triggered via a USB/GPIB adapter from (ICS Electronics, Pleasanton, CA). Coherent Innova 300C beam power is set via RS232, and the Newport XPS controller receives commands via Ethernet.

Ambient oxygen is an efficient inhibitor of radical polymerizations, and its removal is usually necessary for curing to proceed. In some configurations, a resin is sandwiched between barriers such as glass or gas-impermeable plastic. Oxygen can be removed by diffusion in a purged chamber prior to lamination, or by an optical pre-cure designed to consume oxygen but not the monomer. Bulk curing (e.g. dental composites) can be performed without barriers; the thickness of the resin protects all but a near-surface layer from in-diffusing oxygen. Single-photon-absorption fine patterning of resins requires the resin to be cast in
a thin film to eliminate out-of-focus exposure at high NA, and to limit the formation of
tall (and possibly weak) structures at low NA. Oxygen exchange with ambient air is fast
throughout an open-faced liquid thin-film, however, so a purge system is needed. This is
accomplished by sealing the thin-film sample against a cavity and flowing ultrahigh-purity
N2 through it; at a flow of 0.25 Lpm, a 1 cc cavity should reach 1 ppm oxygen in 15 s [124].

![Diagram of sample holder with nitrogen purge. Writing and inhibiting beams are focused from underneath the coverslip into the resist thin-film.]

One is generally advised never look directly into any laser beam, but as Innova 300C
series lasers emitting in the ultraviolet are classified as Class IV, precautions are taken very
seriously. Protective eyeglasses are always worn when the laser may be emitting; close-fitting
wrap-around yellow-tinted glasses are preferred for comfort and protection from side-incident
stray beams. Eyeglasses designed to block laser radiation are typically marked with optical
density (OD) numbers in various parts of the spectrum, but protection can also be determined
directly by measuring attenuation when eyewear is inserted in the beam. To protect others
in the lab environment, a laser interlock is also used; a wall switch controls power to the
208VAC 3-phase receptacle supplying power to the laser. When the switch is on, bright red
lights above the lab doors are illuminated.
Chapter 5

Photoinitiator evaporation

Upon completion of an effective purge system for resin thin-films, patterned results showed the unexpected effect of resin photosensitivity diminishing over time. This chapter describes the follow-on investigation and discovery of photoinitiator (camphorquinone) volatility, which up until now has not been recognized in the literature. Analysis of sorption kinetics is presented, in an attempt to quantify the evaporation effect. A technique is presented that gave stable photoinitiator concentration over time, a requirement for repeatable experiments.

Two important photoresist characteristics for radical-mediated PInSR lithography are a non-glassy state and thin-film geometry. Photogenerated pattern-transfer occurs through chemical reaction, resulting in a liquid-to-solid phase transition. The mobility afforded by a liquid or rubbery solid host allows the various photopolymerization reactions to proceed, unlike the case of a glassy solid where diffusion is negligible. In contrast, the cationic photoresists commonly used in semiconductor manufacturing are exposed in a glassy state; there, the photogenerated acid species is long-lived. A post-exposure bake (PEB) after exposure raises mobility enough to allow photoacid-catalyzed reactions. PInSR also requires a thin-film configuration to eliminate out-of-focus polymerization from single-photon absorption kinetics. Unlike two-photon or multiple-photon initiated patterning, which is axially isolated by a super-linear intensity response, single-photon patterning is linear or sub-linear and will tend to accumulate significant material change beyond the optical focus in a thick resin. Therefore
it is possible in PiInSR to create dense patterns in a thick resin that cannot be recovered, due to the unavoidable polymerization of a blurred-image above the focal plane.

These two requirements are met by formulating a resin with viscosity high enough to resist dewetting from the substrate but low enough to allow polymerization. This has been accomplished by combining the non-reactive solid linear polymer poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) with the non-viscous liquid triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) monomer approximately 1:1, to make a negative-tone photoresist that can be spin-coated from cyclohexanone onto a glass coverslip. When this resin is spin-cast onto a methacrylate-functionalized glass, the resulting thin film refrains from dewetting for hours to days. The thicker a film is cast the longer it remains rupture-free, as expected.

5.1 Evidence for volatility

When camphorquinone (CQ) and tertiary-amine coinitiator (EDAB) are present in the pre-cast solution, patterns may be written into cast thin films by scanning the sample across the blue beam focus. This requires the sample to be mounted in a chamber purged of oxygen, which is a strong inhibitor of radical polymerization. The resulting crosslinked polymer stencil may be recovered by 20 s rinses first in cyclohexanone then methanol followed by nitrogen blow-drying. Photospeed, however, tends to diminish the longer the sample has been mounted in the purge. The observed effect is correlated with the total purge time and not post-exposure purge time, which eliminates causation by truncated dark-cure. Since diminishing photospeed is correlated with time in the dry nitrogen-purged chamber, it was initially believed that sensitivity loss was due to effects associated with decreased mobility, which resulted from either the loss of residual solvent or water. Cyclohexanone and water vapor were evaporated into the nitrogen purge upstream of the sample chamber over the course of several experiments, but the continual photosensitivity loss was not improved.

In an alternative approach, the resist was reformulated with another photoinitiator: 0.5 wt% Lucirin TPO instead of 1 wt% camphorquinone, and exposed to UV light within
the TPO absorption spectrum. Patterns developed from these experiments show no loss in sensitivity, pointing to initiator evaporation as the likely cause of diminishing photosensitivity. Given that CQ powder has a distinctive odor while the coinitiator EDAB has none, we hypothesized that CQ was volatilizing from the thin film. This hypothesis at first seems unlikely given the 200 °C melting point of CQ and an absence of literature on the topic. On the other hand, evaporation rates are generally proportional to surface area; small volatility that would go unnoticed elsewhere is detected more easily in thin films where the ratio of surface to volume is high.

I tested this hypothesis by attempting to volatilize CQ from solution and then trap it in another liquid. For this, three sealed 20 mL scintillation vials were connected in series by vinyl tubing as shown in Fig. 5.1. The first vial contained CQ in stirred TEGDMA, and the last vial contained stirred, neat TEGDMA. An empty vial between them served as a trap for any liquids or solid particles. A moderate flow of air was started through the assembly, and after 19 h the experiment was stopped.

Initial inspection revealed that the 3rd vial had turned from clear to yellow. While the shade of yellow was much lighter than the first vial, the color change was easily visible under room lights. The middle trap vial remained empty and dry. A UV-vis spectrum was taken of the light yellow liquid from the 3rd vial, against a background of neat TEGDMA. The obtained curve, shown in Fig. 5.1, exactly matches the distinctive absorption spectrum of camphorquinone. This hypothesis was also tested by attempting to add CQ vapor to the nitrogen purge stream before it passes through the sample holder. For this, nitrogen flow was routed through a scintillation vial containing ∼0.1 g of CQ powder as shown in Fig. 5.2, center.

5.2 Gas-phase delivery of photoinitiator to resin thin-films

In the next experiment a TEGDMA/PMMA resist was formulated with EDAB co-initiator, but no CQ initiator. A sample of it was spin-cast to 1.5 µm on a coverslip and
Figure 5.1: Top: diagram of bulk CQ volatility measurement. Initiator volatilized from a source solution migrates via forced convection to a dump. Bottom: UV-Vis absorption spectrum of dump after 19 hrs, exactly matching the known spectrum of camphorquinone.

Figure 5.2: Left: flow meter used in this work, typically set to 0.25 Lpm. Center: camphorquinone (CQ) pellets in purge stream have an effect equivalent to ~1 wt% CQ in formula. Right: CQ in solution with stir provides a constant surface-area for initiator volatilization mounted on the holder. At $t = 0$, gas flow at 0.25 Lpm was started and a raster-scan of uniform optical exposures began; when the exposures stopped at $t = 33$ m the sample was immediately removed to atmosphere and rinsed in solvent. Microscope inspection of the
coverslip surface clearly showed a dot array, with faint or missing dots at the beginning and end as shown in Fig. 5.3.

The presence of as little as 100 mg CQ powder in the purge-stream resulted in a detectable CQ-odor at the exhaust, and excessive photosensitivity (see “chemical flare” below). While dry powder CQ in the purge-stream is effective, there are at least two problems associated with it: vapor concentration is not easy to adjust, and evaporation rate is a function of the effective surface-area of the powder - a quantity that both varies with sublimation / impurity concentration, and is inherently difficult to estimate. To address these issues, I vaporized CQ into the purge from a stirred liquid carrier solution (see Fig. 5.2). CQ vapor concentration is then controlled by solution concentration, and only slowly diminishes as CQ molecules evaporate from the constant surface-area at the bottom of the flask headspace.

Since the vast majority of exposed fluid in the vaporizer consists of the liquid carrier (solvent) itself, attention must be paid to solvent volatility and solubility to avoid unwanted swelling of the thin film. Inland 19 vacuum pump oil was successfully used as a CQ-carrier for much of the patterning work. Vapor pressure is specified to less than 10 µT at 25 °C, and large oil-droplets left on thin, uncured methacrylate films did not appear to dissolve the films at all. A possible complication of using this vaporizer solution is poor mixing of CQ. Even with agitation, darker yellow coloring observed at the top of the volume suggests CQ surface-enrichment. Plasticizers are another category of CQ carrier candidates, since they are engineered for very low volatility. The handbook by Wypych [239] is an informative reference: Dibutyl phthalate, which quickly dissolves CQ, has a measured vapor pressure of $1-2 \times 10^{-5}$ T at room temperature. Trioctyl trimellitate has an impressively low estimated vapor pressure of $4 \times 10^{-11}$ T. A paper by Hickman et al. is another useful reference here [100].

Similar experiments with TPO-initiated resists show uniform exposure response 10 s after starting the nitrogen purge, consistent with oxygen removal calculations shown earlier [124]. Since the response shown in Fig. 5.3 had still not stabilized 100 s into the same 0.25
Figure 5.3: Composite DIC micrograph of a polymer dot array. Exposure (100 ms) occurred at a 4.5 s interval in a raster-scan with 100 µm square spacing, beginning immediately upon flow of nitrogen and CQ vapor. Dots 1-42 are missing or small due to incomplete CQ sorption; dots 315-441 (not shown) are small or missing due to incomplete dark polymerization.

Lpm purge, and since the film was formulated without photoinitiator present in solution, the upward ramp in dot size is taken to indicate increasing absorption of CQ vapor. Exposure response finally stabilizes at 150 s, indicating equilibrium CQ exchange between the film and the purge stream. Towards the end of the array the response begins to diminish, despite uniform conditions throughout the writing process. This is taken to be oxygen termination of post-exposure polymerization (dark cure), induced by removing the sample to room air. Decker [60] and others have observed this effect, though the dark-cure usually observed is typically shorter than the 10 m interval seen here.

Unexpected evaporation of one compound raises questions about similar effects with other species, and a cursory investigation suggests that it does occur. In one experiment, dry CQ powder was weighed after being placed in a 100 mT vacuum for 30 m. The sample was then returned to the vacuum for another 10 m and then removed again to be re-weighed.
The co-initiator EDAB and photoinhibitor TED were processed similarly. Results showed a normalized mass-loss in the EDAB sample about 10% the loss observed in the CQ sample. Slight volatility was also observed in the TED sample, though it amounted to only 1% of the loss observed in the CQ sample. A TPO-formulated thin-film resist sample was photopatterned and left in a nitrogen purge overnight. In the morning, it was photopatterned again in a different region then removed and developed. Inspection of the arrays clearly showed loss in photosensitivity after the overnight purge. Evaporation of TEGDMA has not been quantified in this work, though evidence for it has been observed. Films consisting of TEGDMA and PMMA (1:1 by weight) were spin-cast on glass to a thickness of 1 µm, and left in an oven overnight at 60 °C. The thermal treatment caused the soft and rubbery films to become glassy. Since ambient oxygen strongly inhibits radical polymerization in thin films, the modulus change is most likely due to preferential evaporation of the monomer over the 120k PMMA. In the absence of extended incubation at elevated temperatures, TEGDMA-PMMA films remained relatively soft for several days.

A related phenomenon has been observed in commercial photoresist processing, known by the term chemical flare [232]. There, photogenerated acid volatilizes during the post-exposure bake and re-deposits elsewhere causing unwanted haze and blurring of patterns. Interestingly, the flare can be prevented with the use of a top antireflection coating [35]. A similar effect may occur in volatilized CQ radical photopolymerizations, as shown in Fig. 5.4. Whether or not it is noticed, evaporation of other “non-volatile” species is likely in many applications with high surface-area-to-volume ratio. Even glassy polymers may experience unexpected evaporation or absorption, though low mobility will tend to limit the effect to a thin layer near the surface.

5.3 Sorption kinetics

Two physical processes control initiator sorption: diffusion to and away from the surface, and evaporation or absorption between the surface and ambient. Mass transport to
the surface may be modeled by one-dimensional Fickian diffusion, where the characteristic diffusion length $L = 2\sqrt{Dt}$, where $D$ is diffusivity and $t$ is time. Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) measurements of TEGDMA/PMMA resist give small-molecule $D = 0.25 \ \mu m^2 \cdot s^{-1}$, which can be incorporated into a kinetic model. For example, solving the diffusion length equation for a 1.5 $\mu m$ film gives a characteristic diffusion time of 2.3 s. Since observed initiator evaporation takes 2 – 3 min, evaporation is likely controlled by another mechanism.

Evaporation generally cannot be predicted from the boiling point [102]. De Heen [58], however, was able to show that the evaporation rate of various organic liquids is approximately proportional to the product of vapor pressure and molecular weight. This finding is successfully reproduced and summarized by Hofmann in [102]. Since there appears to be no available experimental data on the volatility of CQ at room temperature, I use de Heen’s method in reverse to estimate CQ vapor pressure from evaporation measurements.
Evaporation of monomeric plasticizer from a polymer thin-film is treated by Smith et al. [208]. While very low volatility is a feature of most plasticizers, evaporation does occur and is especially evident in thin non-glassy films. But depending on mobility, evaporation from a polymer film may also be limited by species diffusion to the surface. Smith et al. use neutron scattering to measure plasticizer concentration through depth and apply a diffusion analysis described by Crank [51] to model evaporation. In that work, equilibrium plasticizer distribution is not uniform through the film thickness; it tends to accumulate in greater concentration at the substrate/polymer and polymer/air interfaces. This surface enrichment effect is apparently due to surface energy and free energy balance, and is significantly diminished at lower plasticizer concentrations. For the sake of simplicity, I disregard possible surface enrichment here.

The boundary condition for evaporation across a surface can be represented as

$$-D \frac{\partial C}{\partial z} = \alpha (C_0 - C_s)$$

at $z = 0$, where $C_0$ is the local concentration just inside the boundary, $C_s$ is the equilibrium concentration with the ambient environment and $\alpha$ is the evaporation coefficient. Given a thin sheet with thickness $l < z < l$ and applying the boundary condition at each surface, concentration $C$ is solved below given initial uniform concentration $C_2$ and ambient equilibrium concentration $C_0$ as shown by Crank [51]:

$$\frac{C - C_2}{C_0 - C_2} = 1 - \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{2L \cos(\beta_n z/l) \exp(-\beta_n^2Dt/l^2)}{(\beta_n^2 + L^2 + L) \cos \beta_n},$$

where $\alpha$ is evaporation rate and $D$ is diffusivity. $\beta_n$ are the positive roots of

$$\beta \tan \beta = L$$

and $L$ is the dimensionless quantity

$$L = l\alpha/D,$$

that indicates whether mass-transfer is diffusion or evaporation-limited.
Note that while the above solution is for evaporation from both sides of a sheet with thickness $2l$, the solution is identical for a sheet of thickness $l$ bounded by an impermeable substrate on one side; the zero-flux condition at $z = 0$ is met in both cases.

Integrating the expression above to obtain total mass contained in the sheet gives

$$\frac{M_t}{M_\infty} = 1 - \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \frac{2L^2 \exp(-\beta_n^2Dt/l^2)}{\beta_n^2(\beta_n^2 + L^2 + L^2)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.5)

This is plotted in Fig. 5.5. When $L$ is significantly less than unity, sorption or desorption is limited by diffusion away from or towards the surface; when $L$ is significantly greater than unity, rate of surface adsorption or evaporation is the limiting factor.

![Figure 5.5: One-dimensional mass sorption or desorption relative to equilibrium concentration. For high $L$, mass gain or loss is limited by diffusion to the boundary; for low $L$, it is limited by transfer across the boundary.](image)

Polymer dot diameter and optical exposure are seen in this work to have a roughly linear relationship [75]. While the basis for this is not yet understood (I speculate on it in Chap. 6), simply accepting the empirically-demonstrated relationship along with irradiance / initiator-concentration reciprocity enables measurement of the relative initiator concentration. In Fig. 5.6, experiment and model are compared for initiator absorption into a 1.5 $\mu$m resist film
with 0.25 $\mu$m$^2$s$^{-1}$ diffusivity. Although the apparent subzero y-intercept seems to indicate a thresholding effect (probably due to residual oxygen or the gel threshold), this is ignored to simplify the model. The best-fit evaporation rate (obtained by iterative adjustment) is $\alpha \approx 30$ nm/s. Since the initiator is dissolved in solution and must diffuse to the surface to evaporate, this unit is physically meaningful as evaporation from an equivalent (though imaginary) neat, free liquid.

Using the simple evaporation rate estimate from de Heen, we can attempt to estimate the vapor pressure of camphorquinone at room temperature. For this we need a reference to establish the empirical constant $K$ in Eq. 5.6:

$$\alpha(K) = M(P). \quad (5.6)$$

To do this, a methanol sample was first weighed and then evaporated from a closed container in a 20 °C water bath, using the same purge rate as the CQ uptake experiment. After evaporation it was weighed again, with the evaporation rate calculated to be $5.82 \times 10^{-4}$ g·s$^{-1}$. Methanol specific gravity is 0.791, which gives $\alpha = 7.36$ $\mu$m$^2$s$^{-1}$. With molecular weight 32 and 20 °C vapor pressure of 96 mmHg [55], the experimental calibration parameter $K = 417$. Using experimentally-fitted $\alpha = 0.030$ $\mu$m$^2$s$^{-1}$ for camphorquinone and a molecular weight of 166, we obtain a RT vapor pressure of 0.08 mmHg. This is a remarkable match to the predicted value of 0.1 +/- 0.4 mmHg at 25 °C$^1$.

Fig. 5.8 shows concentration as a function of depth in the 1.5 $\mu$m TEGDMA/PMMA film. Due to fast diffusion within the film, initiator distribution is nearly uniform during the entire uptake period. This is in contrast with the curves presented in Fig. 5.9, showing concentration as a function of depth in the 100 nm UDMA-IPDI film. There, dramatically lower mobility causes steep gradients in depth-resolved initiator concentration during the uptake period. At the same time that total uptake begins to flatten, as shown in Fig. 5.7, the depth-resolved concentration shown in Fig. 5.9 begins to flatten as well.

---

$^1$ ACD/Labs PhysChem Suite
Figure 5.6: Initiator absorption into resist film, model and experiment. Polymer dot diameters are shown in green, starting where they first appear at a position corresponding to $t = 50$ s. Mass absorption (from Eq. 5.5) is shown in blue, with model inputs of film thickness $1.5 \mu m$, diffusivity $0.25 \mu m^2 \cdot s^{-1}$ and evaporation rate $\alpha = 0.030 \mu m^2 \cdot s^{-1}$.

Figure 5.7: Initiator uptake profiles of a $1.5 \mu m$ thick TEGDMA/PMMA film and a $100$ nm thick isophorone urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA-IPDI) film, both used in this work, are modeled in Fig. 5.5. Despite the similarity in total mass uptake, modeled initiator distribution during the uptake period is markedly different in the two films (shown below).
With some changes in design and materials, fast time-resolved control of camphorquinone concentration could be demonstrated with this system. Approximately 1.2 m of 2 mm ID nylon 11 fuel tubing was used for transfer between the vaporizer cell and the sample holder, constituting 75 cm² and the vast majority of surface area in the system. A calculation based on analysis from Ohring [177] estimates 100,000 collisions between an average N₂ molecule and the tubing walls, for our typical 0.25 Lpm flow rate. Thus there is ample opportunity for surface adsorption and even bulk absorption into the nylon, slowing the time constant of vapor modulation. Results from related work suggest the purge system is best run overnight through a closed sample holder prior to running an experiment, for maximum stability in vapor-controlled initiator concentration. The use of stainless-steel inner walls and shorter line lengths could help make a system with near-instantaneous vapor delivery to a thin-film sample.

![Figure 5.8: Depth-resolved initiator concentration in a 1.5 µm TEGDMA/PMMA film. At L = 0.3, initiator uptake is limited by the volatility of CQ.](image)

There is precedent in exploiting volatility for patterning and polymerization. Tsao et al. [222] demonstrated direct-initiation UV laser patterning of surface-adsorbed methyl-
methacrylate monomer. Neckers et al. [168] describe using borane-based vapor as a radical initiator to remotely cure resin. Chan and Gleason [40] performed near-UV patterned chemical vapor deposition (CVD) by combining vapor-phase initiator and monomer. To my knowledge, this is the first discussion of in-situ photopatterning with an initiator under vapor-phase control.

Applications for vapor-phase control of photosensitive media could include lithography, sensing and chemical screening. Removal of initiator from a film has a desensitizing effect, and could allow storage under ordinary room-lights. Consumption of species during exposure and polymerization could be replenished through the vapor phase, volatile waste products removed by desorption. Many formula combinations could be screened within the same sample, multiplexing spatial optical exposure with time-varying species concentration of initiator, inhibitor, monomer, fluorescent tags and other species.
Chapter 6

Patterned photoinhibition, radical diffusion and superresolution

The high optical intensities and short time-scales needed for high-throughput direct laser writing (DLW) are foreign to analytic methods used in polymer labs. Patterning is therefore necessary not only for demonstration, but also for fundamental experimentation and understanding. This chapter covers my initial work in high-NA photoinhibition, and the disappointing result that optically-sharp inhibiting-beam exposures can yield a highly blurred distribution of photogenerated radical scavengers. I discuss this result in terms of diffusive mass-transport, and propose using highly viscous resin to contain photogenerated species. Encouraging results are shown in this new resin, with $3\times$ superresolution demonstrated at low NA. Furthermore, spot-walkoff tests suggest that similar superresolved patterning may be possible at high NA.

Initial PInSR materials development relied on large-area, low irradiance, extended-exposure experiments with FTIR spectroscopy and dynamic modulus analysis, where the irradiance levels were similar for both wavelengths tested [202]. The characteristic scales of direct-write lithography, however, are much more extreme: submicron lengths, $\sim$MW·cm$^{-2}$ optical irradiances and millisecond to nanosecond exposure times. Since radical-based flash photopolymerization is a non-linear process and simplifications such as the steady-state approximation are not necessarily justified, experiments on PInSR materials are best implemented in the DLW configuration itself.
6.1 Spot photoinhibition in a viscous resin

To test photoinhibition in a DLW configuration, I first developed a resist formulation based on the original formulation by Scott [202]. Starting with the 2-color resin containing CQ, EDAB and TED dissolved in TEGDMA monomer, I added PMMA (120k, Sigma) at a ratio of 1:1. To assist the process, acetone was added and later evaporated away, leaving a soft and gum-like solid material. To enable spin-casting, 3 parts cyclohexanone (instead of acetone) were added to 1 part resin formula. Cyclohexanone works well as a spin-casting solvent for many of the (meth)acrylate resins I evaluated. As with acetone, it is a good solvent for nearly all materials discussed here. It also evaporates at a relatively slow rate, which is crucial for spin-casting smooth films and avoiding the orange-peel effect. Particulate contamination, which can form nucleation sites that induce film dewetting, was removed with a 0.2 μm syringe filter.

Films with a thickness of 1–2 μm were spun onto acrylic-functionalized glass slides and then mounted in an oxygen-purged environment on the direct write station shown schematically in Fig. 4.2. Dot arrays were written, moving the sample with a precision stage and modulating the beams with a mechanical shutter. Arrays consisted of alternating rows of blue-only and blue+UV illumination, increasing in exposure time column by column. Samples were developed by 2-stage cyclohexanone and methanol rinse, and blown dry with compressed gas.

Resin exposure to the inhibiting beam must be balanced between two extremes: When the exposure is too short and/or the spot irradiance too low, the photoinhibition effect is too weak to enhance polymerization spatial confinement and no superresolved patterning is possible. When the exposure is too long and/or the spot irradiance too high, polymerization is induced by the inhibition beam itself that also prevents superresolved patterning. As discussed in Chap. 3, photoinhibition efficacy can be quantified ratiometrically by comparing polymerization rates with, and without co-exposure to the inhibiting beam. I refer to this
ratio as photoinhibition contrast (PIC).

When photocuring is monitored with FTIR spectroscopy, photoinhibition contrast can be obtained directly from the slope of the time-resolved conversion profile. In the small-spot limit where FTIR spectroscopy is impractical, photoinhibition contrast can be indirectly estimated by comparing the minimum writing-spot exposure duration required to gel the sample with, and without co-exposure to the inhibiting spot. Examining [202], FTIR conversion experiments in TEGDMA resin show that $\text{PIC} \approx 5$. In results from a thin-film, small spot photoinhibition experiment depicted in Fig. 6.1, $\text{PIC} \approx 10$.

![Figure 6.1: A DIC microscope photo of dots written and inhibited with Gaussian (G) blue and G-UV beams, focused onto a spun PINSR photoresist through a 0.25 NA microscope objective lens. Exposure time is multiplied by $\sqrt{2}$ with each column from left to right, and the exposure conditions alternate from blue-only to blue+UV with each row. Three pairs of rows are shown to demonstrate repeatability. For the 3 blue+UV rows, only the rightmost dot is visible.](image)

This is a somewhat surprising result, considering the absence of observed photoinhibition in viscous resins discussed earlier. A simple explanation is that the FTIR photocuring experiments are practically limited in the ratio of UV to blue irradiance. If time-resolved polymer conversion trials of the viscous resins could be repeated with $50 \times$ the UV irradiance (taking care to not heat the sample), perhaps photoinhibition would be observed. Another explanation is that high irradiance fundamentally alters polymerization kinetics, in a way favorable for photoinhibition control. To the extent that high resist irradiance is required
for effective photoinhibition, DLW is the preferred configuration for PInSR lithography.

With other STED-inspired superresolution lithography techniques, a significant challenge is the degree to which the material response to one color of light can be inhibited by the other color. Absorption contrast limitations in thin-film photochromics [7], and difficulties in initiator de-excitation [213], are examples of this. With radical-based photoinhibited superresolution (PInSR), however, the inhibition response shown above should be strong enough to demonstrate patterning well below the diffraction limit [76]. Indeed, at least three published investigations claim to have achieved superresolution with this technique. But a close inspection of these results raises some questions about the validity of the claims, a topic which will be addressed later in this chapter. In the next section I will discuss unsuccessful attempts at superresolved patterning, and my subsequent investigation into the underlying kinetic and diffusion issues.

With focused spot exposures, I confirmed in various methacrylate resins that knob-shaped polymer dots (Fig. 6.2) may be formed with dimensions matching or even smaller than the full-width half-max (FWHM) of the focused blue Gaussian (G) spot. But in this regime polymer dot size is observed to be an approximately linear function of exposure time, meaning that over-exposures can result in gelled dots with significantly larger diameters. Considering the exponential decrease of the optical PSF with transverse distance, this result is somewhat surprising and suggests that feature confinement at high NA is controlled by diffusion and not optical resolution.

The photoinhibition effect may readily be observed by removing the phase plate, superimposing a bright-centered UV spot on the blue spot, and adjusting the UV intensity to cause an increased exposure time required to gel dots in the sample (Top, Fig. 6.2). Smaller and more-defined dots result from sufficiently long UV spot exposures, possibly due to a more tightly focused optical spot and to the termination of out-diffusing carbon-centered radicals by UV-generated dithiocarbamyl (DTC) radicals. Larger and less-defined dots sometimes result from a shorter exposure to superimposed blue and UV spots, which possibly indicates
Figure 6.2: Photoinhibition and minimum feature sizes for blue plus donut-shaped Gauss-Laguerre (GL) UV exposures in a resist [76], spun onto a coverslip in an O$_2$-free chamber. Top: contrast-reversed darkfield microscope image of two rows of polymer dots on glass; optical exposure time increases from left to right. The upper row is exposed to a blue-only spot, the lower row to superimposed G-blue and G-UV spots. Superimposing the UV spot increases the minimum required blue exposure to gel the sample by more than a factor of 7 ($P_B = 350 \mu W, P_{UV} = 390 \mu W$). Bottom: SEM images of the smallest polymer dots formed with (right) and without (left) a GL-UV beam. Although the GL-UV spot causes an increase in the exposure time required to gel a dot, the dots are not smaller than the smallest ones fabricated with blue light alone ($P_B = 40 \mathrm{nW}, P_{UV} = 450 \mathrm{nW}$, exposure time $\tau = 1 - 2$ s). This indicates that the pattern of inhibitors created by the GL-UV beam may not be patterned over the polymerization timescale. All dots in this figure are fabricated in an open-top film purged with nitrogen, on a coverslip substrate with no reflective gold layer. The resist contains the same photochemistry (see Fig. 6.1 in a viscous 1:1 solution of triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) and poly(methyl methacrylate)-120k (PMMA).

that smaller and faster-diffusing radicals are dominating prior to gelation.

### 6.2 No evidence for enhanced confinement with GL-inhibition

A similar photoinhibition effect is also apparent when the spiral phase plate is replaced and the dark center of donut-shaped UV spot is aligned with the bright center of the blue spot. By comparing the dimensions of dots fabricated without the GL inhibiting beam to
those fabricated with it on, I expect to observe the enhanced polymer confinement required for superresolution patterning. What is actually observed, however, is an unchanged polymer confinement; the smallest dots fabricated with the superimposed G-blue and GL-UV spots are the same size as the smallest dots fabricated with G-blue spots alone (Bottom, Fig. 6.2), which is rather disappointing. The increased exposure time-to-gel associated with the UV photoinhibition is observed, but the effect appears to be equivalent to lowering the power of a blue-only writing beam; instead of enhancing confinement of polymer dots, the addition of the UV spot reduces polymerization efficiency.

Failure to observe enhanced feature confinement prompted me to investigate the fundamental spatial and temporal characteristics of the PInSR system. Since I was not able to observe features significantly smaller than 100 nm fabricated from the resist described in Fig. 6.1, I decided to investigate the material system for which the best results had been reported: an ethoxylated (2) bisphenol-A dimethacrylate (E2BADMA) resin used by Gu et al. to achieve 40 nm dots [38]. The resin has a viscosity $\eta = 1100$ cP @ 25 °C, and contains the same photochemistry (CQ, EDAB and TED) as the original work [202] (Fig. 6.1). With respect to the optical system, the measured relative position and profile of the beams are reasonably well characterized; spot dimensions (FWHM) as measured with gold nanoparticles are $d_B = 290$ nm and $d_{UV} = 240$ nm, with spot alignments better than 50 nm. In Fig. 6.3, polymer dot size is an approximately linear function of exposure time. Given exposure to an optical spot with Gaussian distribution $y = Ae^{-x^2}$ and assuming steady-state polymerization with constant gel-threshold, we see by inspection that a $10^{14} \times$ increase in exposure would be required to achieve the $7 \times$ increase in gelled-dot diameter seen in Fig. 6.3. The most reasonable hypothesis is that diffusion spreads primary and propagating radicals over a profile at least a few $\mu$m wide in E2BADMA, and optical exposure merely controls the amount of the profile above the gel threshold. The following experiment supports this hypothesis by confirming diffusional blurring of the patterned radical scavengers.

With the spiral phase plate removed, superimposed G-UV and G-blue spots are used to
write a column of dots where the exposure time increases along the column. The next column is the same but now the spots have been transversely offset. The third column has twice that offset, and the forth column three times etc. The photoinhibition effect of the UV spot diminishes with increased offset with the blue spot, but much more slowly than expected; a spot centroid transverse offset of 1.1 µm is required to decrease the photoinhibition contrast by half (dotted line, Fig. 6.4). Here I define photoinhibition contrast \( (\text{PIC}) \) as \( \text{PIC} = \tau_B / \tau_{B+UV} \), where \( \tau_B \) is the minimum exposure time to gel the dot with the inhibition beam off, and \( \tau_{B+UV} \) is the minimum exposure time to gel the dot with the G-inhibition beam on. This wide radius of measured inhibition is an order of magnitude larger than the optical spot that generates it. This indicates that the photoinhibition effect has spread significantly beyond the extent of the UV PSF in the time scale of polymer gelation. This in turn suggests that the donut-shaped DTC distribution has blurred-out; radical diffusion rate is too fast relative to the polymerization rate for enhanced polymerization confinement at this spatial scale.

From the real-time FTIR studies of photopolymerization by Decker [60] of short exposures to intense laser beams, I see that the majority of the conversion may occur after the exposure, over longer intervals in the dark (so-called dark cure or dark polymerization). To obtain an estimate of the minimum time-to-gel, I use a variable delay of the UV exposure relative to the blue exposure. With sufficient UV delay, the photoinhibition effect is not observed; I then use this delay as an estimate of the minimum time to gel. Relative to simultaneous exposures (no UV delay) the photoinhibition contrast is observed to fall by 75% within the 0.5 seconds, the minimum delay implemented. With a delay of more than 2 seconds, no change in photoinhibition is observed. Since no photoinhibition effect is possible in the dot after it gels, I take 2 seconds as a minimum time to gel for the given exposure. To our knowledge, this is the first time dark-cure intervals have been estimated in direct-write lithography, although similar measurements have been done for holography [165].
6.3 Observation of diffusional blurring of photogenerated inhibitor

To achieve well-defined superresolved polymer features, the photoinhibitor concentration must retain the profile of the UV optical spot for at least the gelation time interval. I must thus compare the measured gelation time to the DTC radical diffusion time into the dark UV null. Figure 6.4 indicates diffusion of DTC radicals sufficient to reduce contrast by 50% over a distance of approximately 1 micron in the gelation time, indicating that the diffusion time across the approximately 100 nm PSF may be a factor of 100 smaller than the gelation time. As direct measurement of the DTC radical diffusivity is difficult, I substitute the DTC radical with a fluorescent molecule of similar size and measure its diffusivity via fluorescence-recovery-after-photobleaching (FRAP) [14].

![Figure 6.3: Measurement of PInSR dynamics with blue and UV spot exposures. Left: the polymer dot width is an approximately linear function of exposure time ($P_B = 4.1 \mu W$). Right: blue and UV exposures are staggered in time to estimate the lower limit of the dark polymerization interval. For small gelled features resulting from a 200 ms blue exposure, the photoinhibition effect is observed as long as 2 seconds later ($P_B = 4.1 \mu W$, $P_{UV} = 130 \mu W$, $\tau = 100-600$ ms).](image)

Adding 7-mercapto-4-methylcoumarin to the monomer causes visible fluorescence to occur under a UV lamp, which is not observed in the neat monomer. Using a 0.25 NA microscope objective, thin laminated samples are observed to fluoresce and then quickly bleach under focused $\lambda = 364$ nm light. A camera placed behind a UV filter is used to measure fluorescence intensity and the bleaching process. After using an intense UV beam
to quickly bleach the spot in $< 0.5$ seconds with bleaching parameter $K$ of approximately $10 \times 10^{14}$, half the fluorescence intensity returns after 5.0 seconds.

Using the equation from [14], $D = \gamma_D w^2 / 4 \tau_{1/2}$, I find $D$ to be $0.26 \mu m^2 s^{-1}$, which agrees closely with the value used in [81]. Considering that the hole radius of the GL-UV spot is approximately 100 nm (using the 1.2 NA writing lens), radical in-diffusion time may be estimated using the same analysis. For this, I assume a circular hole of $w = 100$ nm and $\gamma_D = 0.88 \times 10^{14}$ [14]. The estimated diffusion time $\tau_{1/2, DTC}$ taken for DTC radicals to halfway fill-in the hole is 8.5 ms, 230x faster than the 2 second estimated polymerization and consistent with the order-100x factor estimated earlier from spot offsets. Given these two numbers a-priori, one would not expect to achieve enhanced submicron confinement through photoinhibition with this material.
6.4 Discussion on feature-size reduction vs. superresolution

Since at least three studies have claimed superresolved features at high NA with this technique, under similar conditions, a discussion of their results is warranted. A 2009 paper from Scott et al. was the first publication on this superresolution lithography method, showing the reduction of polymer dots from 5 µm to 1 µm written with 0.45 NA optics, and a 65 nm dot written with 1.3 NA optics [202]. Although the successive reduction in dot diameter demonstrated at 0.45 NA is dramatic, the smallest dot in the SEM image is approximately 1 µm across and is similar in dimensions to a diffraction limited blue spot produced with that optic. The largest dot is several times the diameter of the blue spot, further evidence for the significant out-diffusion of active species, particularly acute in that low viscosity (η = 10 cP @ 25 °C) neat triethylene glycol dimethacrylate system. An isolated 65 nm dot is shown, but there is not clear evidence that the small size was enabled by patterned inhibition. In two follow-up papers from another group [38, 81], the fabrication of 40 nm dots is reported in the same viscous resin used here. The dot diameter is indeed smaller than the FWHM of the writing spot, but experiments demonstrating that this resolution is due to patterned inhibition are not presented. Instead, the figures seem to show that increased UV beam power has an effect equivalent to reduced exposure time. Figure 4b [38] in particular seems to indicate this, including the suggestion of a 60 nm dot fabricated with the UV beam turned off. Another paper from the same group investigates resolution explicitly [81], with tests of dot spacing illustrating the Rayleigh resolvable limit. An inhibition effect is seen in the presence of UV light, but experiments demonstrating that the observed resolution is specifically due to patterned (as opposed to uniform) inhibition are not presented. Another resolution enhancement method [214] that is not controlled in these experiments is the use of conventional inhibitors to sharpen the gel threshold. Considering the measured diffusion and gelation times, it seems likely that feature size reduction at the submicron scale presented to date was most likely due to a combination of the gelation
threshold, oxygen inhibition and unpatterned DTC radical inhibition. These effects can be beneficial for weakly limiting the spatial extent of polymerized features, but are better and more easily achieved without photoinhibition. More recently, Gan et al. [80] have shown suspended lines with 20 nm spacing fabricated by a related method that would seem to prove that patterned photoinhibition enables dramatic superresolution. But the polymer lines in that study are not fixed to a rigid substrate but are instead suspended, a configuration which could lead to significant shrinkage distortion and translational shift during polymerization, solvent rinsing and drying. The resin used in that study is also notable for containing only acrylate monomers along with the photoinhibitor TED, a combination earlier shown to cause total polymerization inhibition. Follow-up work to answer these questions would greatly help to clarify the mechanisms at play.

6.5 Overcoming radical diffusion

To achieve enhanced feature confinement with the advantage of insensitivity to the gelation timescale, photo-cleavable inhibitor molecules would need to react before diffusion causes the optically-defined pattern to blur. In the strong-confinement limit where there is an excess of photoinhibitor, fast elimination through recombination would maintain pattern definition. It has been observed, however, that the DTC radicals found in this work already recombine to form TED at near diffusion-limited rates [191]. Thus, $\tau_{1/2 \text{ DTC}}$ must be increased relative to $\tau_{\text{gel}}$. A number of potential approaches can be considered. Photoinhibitor indiffusion may be slowed by increasing the resin viscosity, and by chemical modifications to increase the molecular weight of the photoinhibitor itself. Gelation can be accelerated by increasing the optical intensity, in combination with a conventional inhibitor to limit continued polymerization in the dark. Further gel acceleration is possible with faster curing resins and/or lowering the gel threshold, for example by increasing the monomer functionality and/or partially polymerizing the resin with a uniform optical precure.

In order to demonstrate unambiguous superresolution on a rigid substrate, I chose to
simultaneously lower species mobility and reduce numerical aperture. Isophorone urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA-IPDI) [12] is a high-viscosity monomer I evaluated for this study. Using the falling ball method I measured a viscosity of $\eta = 500,000 \text{ cP}$, approximately $500 \times$ the listed viscosity of E2BADMA. Anticipating the difficulty of measuring very slow diffusion in this resin with the classical FRAP method, I implemented a derivative method by Berk et al. [22] based on spatial Fourier analysis. The results are shown in Fig. 6.6, indicating a diffusivity of $1.2 \times 10^{-4} \mu m^2/s$, meaning that small-molecule mobility is factor 2,000 slower in UDMA-IPDI than E2BADMA.

![Figure 6.5](image)

Figure 6.5: Structure of isophorone urethane dimethacrylate (UDMA-IPDI) from Esstech. Also shown is the structure of Rhodamine 101, the fluorescent tracer used for diffusivity measurements.

6.6 Demonstration of superresolution

To make the resin, UDMA-IPDI monomer was heated to 60 °C (to lower viscosity) and mixed with 0.1 wt% CQ, 0.5 wt% EDAB and 3 wt% TED. The fully-dissolved mixture was then spin-coated from cyclohexanone onto cleaned coverslips to form a 1 µm or thinner
Figure 6.6: Fourier FRAP, after Burk et al. [22]. The slope of the fitted line indicates diffusivity, here estimated to be $1.2 \times 10^{-4} \mu m^2/s$.

The samples were then mounted onto a nitrogen-purged sample holder and exposed sequentially to focused beams. To prevent CQ and EDAB evaporation, the nitrogen flow first passed through a flask containing a stirred solution of CQ and EDAB in vacuum pump oil.

Polymer dot arrays were inspected with a Olympus AX70 microscope operating in darkfield reflection mode, using 0.5-0.9 NA air objectives. Electron microscope images of gold-coated polymer features were obtained with a JSM-7401F field-emission SEM at an accelerating potential of 5 kV.

Fig. 6.8 - 6.11 show that these measures successfully address the earlier limitations. For the control experiment shown in Fig. 6.8 and 6.9, two polymer dot grids were written in sequence. The first had a square spacing of 5.0 $\mu m$ and the second of 5.25 $\mu m$. The Sparrow diffraction [211] limit is observed for dot spacings of 1000 nm, as expected for $\lambda = 473$ nm light at 0.2 NA. For the test experiment shown in Fig. 6.10 and 6.11, the first dot grid had a square spacing of 3.0 $\mu m$ and the second of 3.2 $\mu m$. Here, the Sparrow diffraction
Figure 6.7: Photoinhibition contrast as a function of blue/UV spot misalignment. The blue spot point-spread function (calculated from a FWHM measurement) is shown in blue for comparison. Unexpected narrowness of the photoinhibition profile may indicate a super-linear relationship between the photoinhibition effect and UV spot intensity, though the experiment would need to be repeated several times to establish that the anomaly is real.

limit is observed for dot spacings of 300 nm, thus demonstrating a 3-fold improvement in resolution. Taken together, these tests provide an unequivocal demonstration of transient, enhanced feature confinement usefully applied for superresolved patterning.

I have shown that enhanced pattern confinement in PInSR depends strongly on the mobility of active species. Fast blurring of photo-generated inhibitor is seen in E2BADMA relative to the polymerization timescale, which most likely explains our inability to achieve superresolution in that material via PInSR. To address the issue, I formulated a new PInSR resin from a highly viscous monomer with significantly lower mobility. I also used low-NA optics to further slow diffusion relative to the spot size. This results in a demonstrated 3-fold improvement in resolution beyond the diffraction limit.
Figure 6.8: Control pattern (inhibiting beam off) written at 0.2 NA in UDMA-IPDI resin. Optical darkfield micrograph (0.8 NA) with zoomed inset. The Sparrow resolution criterion is met at 1000 nm dot spacing.

Figure 6.9: SEM image of control pattern in Fig. 6.8, after gold was sputtered onto sample.
Figure 6.10: Test pattern (inhibiting beam on) written with parameters otherwise same as above. Optical darkfield micrograph (0.8 NA) with zoomed inset. Sparrow resolution criterion is met at 300 nm dot spacing. Darker regions of top dot array may be caused by slight underexposure during writing.

Figure 6.11: Test SEM image of test pattern in Fig. 6.10, after gold was sputtered onto sample.
The complexity of polymerization and, in particular, cross-linking polymerization [8] makes one hesitant to use ab-initio models for quantitative understanding of novel systems. Two factors, however, make a first-principles analysis appealing for understanding photoinhibition and superresolution. Low polymer conversion is required to meet the gel-threshold [202], which, as compared to extensive curing, should limit the amount of difficult-to-predict viscosity and diffusivity change that results from optical exposure. The other factor is that only a limited amount of information can be extracted from patterning experiments. This chapter seeks to develop kinetic analysis of specific phenomena: reactant photogeneration, reaction rates and mass-transfer. It concludes with exciting preliminary analysis, suggesting quantitative prediction of resolution performance based on spatially-resolved photogenerated radical concentration.

7.1 CQ-amine photoinitiation

The patterning process begins with exposure and photoinitiation, whereby photoinitiator is converted to primary radicals. Camphorquinone absorbs light from the writing beam, which can promote it to an excited singlet state. From there it can quickly decay back to ground state via fluorescence or a non-radiative vibrational relaxation, or undergo intersystem-crossing to an excited triplet state. This state can slowly relax back to ground via phosphorescence or by reaction with another molecule in the system, which is possible given
long triplet-state half-life. In particular, it can abstract a hydrogen from a tertiary amine such as ethyl 4-(dimethylamino) benzoate, a co-initiator, creating a primary α-aminoalkyl radical and relatively unreactive ketyl radical. As discussed by Cook [50], one would expect conversion efficiency to depend on mobility given the finite lifetime of the triplet state (≈ 50 ms). The CQ bleaching rate remains essentially unchanged even in glassy resins, however, probably meaning that relatively immobile CQ molecules are able to react with other molecules in the immediate vicinity. Starting with the analysis shown in [43], the consumption of a generic bleachable photoinitiator [PI] is described by

\[-\frac{d}{dt}[PI] = 10^3 \frac{\Phi_{PI} I_{abs}}{L} = 10^3 \frac{\Phi_{PI} I(1 - e^{-\varepsilon_{PI}' L[PI]})}{L}\]  

where \(\Phi_{PI}\) is quantum yield, \(I\) is irradiance in mol-h\(\nu\)-cm\(^{-2}\)-s\(^{-1}\), \(\varepsilon_{PI}'\) is Napierian (decadic \(\varepsilon\cdot2.302\)) molar absorptivity in M\(^{-1}\)-cm\(^{-1}\), \(L\) is sample thickness in cm, and \(10^3\) cm\(^3\)-L\(^{-1}\).

Taking the thin-film approximation of Eq. 7.1,

\[\lim_{L \to 0} \frac{d}{dt}[PI] = -(10^3)\Phi_{PI} I\varepsilon_{PI}'[PI].\]  

(7.2)

Integrating Eq. 7.2 and normalizing,

\[\frac{[PI]}{[PI]_0} = e^{-(10^3)\Phi_{PI} I\varepsilon_{PI}' t},\]  

(7.3)

so that the characteristic 1/e dose-to-bleach is

\[I_t = \frac{1}{10^3\Phi_{PI}\varepsilon_{PI}'}.\]  

(7.4)

Chen et al. [43] determined quantum yield and molar absorptivity of CQ in a viscous methacrylate resin with 0.35 wt% tertiary amine monomer, using a blue LED dental lamp for illumination. Trial-averaged \(\Phi_{CQ} = 0.07\) and \(\varepsilon_{CQ} = \varepsilon_{CQ}'/2.302 = 46\) M\(^{-1}\)-cm\(^{-1}\). This gives \(I_t = 135\) \(\mu\)mol-h\(\nu\)-cm\(^{-2}\). Moving from \((\# h\nu)\) to J, multiplication with \(hcN_A/\lambda\) gives 253 kJ\-(mol-h\(\nu\))\(^{-1}\) for 473 nm light. Converting, the dose \(I_t = 34\) J\-cm\(^{-2}\). This is somewhat smaller than the value of 43 J\-cm\(^{-2}\) reported in [43], though there is close agreement with analysis discussed at the end of that paper.
In this analysis, a bleaching event produces one primary radical and eliminates one CQ molecule. In order for bleaching to occur, a series of events must follow the creation of an excited singlet CQ by photon absorption: from the initial state, it must undergo intersystem crossing (ISC) to an excited triplet state and, while still excited, diffuse to react with another molecule to produce a single primary radical. The lumped probability of this chain of events occurring after photon absorption is expressed by the quantum yield $\Phi_{\text{CQ}}$. In the case of photon absorption events that do not yield a primary radical, the CQ molecule is assumed to return to its original unbleached state.

### 7.2 Photocleavage of TED

The photoinhibitor TED does not require another reactant to produce dithiocarbamyl radicals (DTC·); instead, they are generated directly from photo-induced scission of the disulfide bond. Because DTC· + DTC· $\rightarrow$ TED, the rate equation for TED photodissociation has an additional term so that

$$\lim_{L \to 0} \frac{d}{dt} [PS] = -10^{3}(\Phi_{\text{PS}} I \varepsilon'_{\text{PS}} [PS] - k_{\text{rec}}([PS]_0 - [PS])^2)$$

(7.5)

where $k_{\text{rec}}$ is the rate constant for scavenging radical recombination and PS is for photoscavenger, used here interchangeably with photoinhibitor to disambiguate from photoinitiator (PI). Although I discuss geminate recombination as a possible factor, it is not included in $k_{\text{rec}}$. Instead, geminate recombination is lumped into $\Phi_{\text{PS}}$, which is the photodissociation efficiency (or quantum yield) coefficient such that $\text{PS} \xrightarrow{I \varepsilon_{\text{PS}} \Phi_{\text{PS}}} \text{S}· + \text{S}·$. The recombination term $k_{\text{rec}}([PS]_0 - [PS])^2$ describes the rate at which freely diffusing S· radicals combine to form the original photoinhibitor molecule, with $\text{S}· + \text{S}· \xrightarrow{k_{\text{rec}}} \text{PS}$. Because of this, photoinhibitor is not irreversibly bleached as with camphorquinone. If recombination is fast and photodissociation slow, scavenger concentration $[\text{S}·]$ is low and $[\text{PS}]$ is nearly its initial concentration $[PS]_0$. On the other hand, if recombination is slow and photodissociation fast, $[\text{S}·]$ can approach $2[\text{PS}]_0$ and temporarily deplete $[\text{PS}]$. 
Because $k_{\text{rec}}$ is medium-dependent, as discussed in detail below, photoinhibition dose is not a generally meaningful concept. But in order to gain some sense of TED photosensitivity, we can make the momentary assumption that recombination does not occur and treat TED photodissociation as analogous to CQ bleaching. Photodissociation sensitivity is then

$$It = \frac{1}{10^3 \Phi_{\text{PS}} \varepsilon_{\text{PS}}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.6)

From UV-vis absorbance measurements presented earlier, molar absorptivity of TED $\varepsilon_{\text{TED}}$ at $\lambda = 364$ nm is 250 M$^{-1}$·cm$^{-1}$. This is similar to the value of 210 M$^{-1}$·cm$^{-1}$ found in [149]. From that same reference, quantum yield $\Phi_{\text{TED}}$ is reported through kinetic model fits to be a strong function of wavelength, with $\Phi_{\text{TED}} = 0.33$ at $\lambda = 365$ nm. However, this value appears to be not absolute but relative to an arbitrarily assigned quantum yield of 1 for the photoinitiator DMPA, at $\lambda = 310$ nm. Without an absolute $\Phi_{\text{DMPA}}$ available, it is not possible to obtain an absolute $\Phi_{\text{TED}}$ from the relative value. In an unrelated European government report, absolute $\Phi_{\text{TED}}$ is listed as $2.97 \times 10^{-3}$ for $\lambda > 290$ nm.\footnote{European Commission “Review report for the active substance thiram,” 6507/VI/99-Final}. Unfortunately, no further discussion or methods were found to accompany this value. Kerckhoven et al. [224] reported the quantum yield of TED at $\lambda = 280$ nm in cyclohexane from measurements of the signature ESR decay of 4-hydroxy-TEMPO, arriving at $\Phi_{\text{TED}} = 2.5 \times 10^{-3}$. Although the paper discussion describes the reported yield as relating to the dissociation event, the calculation instead appears to be based on the unscaled depletion of the radical TEMPO concentration $C$ by the equation

$$\Phi_d = \frac{-dC/dt}{\alpha I_0},$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.7)

where $\alpha$ is TED absorbance and $I_0$ is UV optical irradianc. Since two identical radicals are produced by photodissociation of one TED molecule, strict quantum yield of dissociation, rather than DTC· production, may actually be half the reported value: $\Phi_{\text{TED}} = 1.25 \times 10^{-3}$. Calculating from this the flash $I_{\text{UV}}t$ required to dissociate TED to the 1/e level before recombination can occur, we obtain 1.39 mmol-h$\nu$·cm$^{-2}$. Assuming that quantum
yield is wavelength-independent for $\lambda > 290 \text{ nm}$ as implied by the European Commission report, 328 kJ·(mol-h$\nu$)$^{-1}$ for 364 nm light converts 1.39 mmol-h$\nu$·cm$^{-2}$ to 457 J·cm$^{-2}$. This assumption is at odds, however, with the fitted values reported in [149] where the apparently relative $\Phi_{TED} = 0.33$ at $\lambda = 365 \text{ nm}$ but $\Phi_{TED} = 0$ at $\lambda = 290 \text{ nm}$. This last value is dubious, as clear and detailed evidence of TED photodissociation at $\lambda = 285 \text{ nm}$ is reported elsewhere [191] (and reproduced here in Fig. 7.3). To resolve this discrepancy, additional data would be helpful. Later in this chapter I will introduce a kinetic model for two-color photopolymerization control and, after validating it with existing data, use additional existing data to independently determine $\Phi_{TED}$.

Since geminate recombination is known to significantly affect photodissociation efficiency in viscous solutions, I will review some of the literature on that topic here. Khudyakov et al. [120] analyzes geminate recombination in terms of competition between dissociation and recombination, $k_{diss}$ and $k_{rec}$. From flash laser photolysis, they show an inverse-linear relationship between $\log(k_{diss})$ and $1/T$. This culminates in an observed $5\times$ reduction in the quantum yield of benzophenone as its glycerol host is cooled.

In later work [121], the same author notes that PI quantum yield may not approach zero even when dissolved in a very viscous host. They attribute this to a reduction in $k_{diss}$ and $k_{rec}$. That is, the radical pair (RP) is formed but does not immediately recombine in the long-lived solvent cage. Instead, the RP must undergo a slow diffusional reorientation to align the active centers - during which time it has the finite probability of cage escape. Thus, as $\eta \to \infty$, $\Phi \to \sim 0.1-0.2$, depending on RP active center alignment. Khudyakov asserts that fits to cage-reaction vs. viscosity data yielding intercepts of approximately zero ($\Phi \to 0$) have been shown in the literature, indirectly referencing [119, 174, 125] as examples. Re-examining the data in those papers, it appears that no instances of $\Phi < 0.1$ have actually been resolved. We can reasonably expect, therefore, that the TED photoscission efficiency is reduced by no more than factor $\sim 10$ even in very viscous solvents.

Intriguingly, magnetic fields have been shown to decrease geminate recombination in
viscous solvents by slowing radical pair spin transitions [139]. When photon absorption leads to an excited triplet RP within a slowly-relaxing solvent cage, unwanted recombination can occur through $T_{\pm}-S$ and $T_0-S$ transitions. When the radical pair is separated but still in-cage, $T_{\pm}-S$ transitions are driven by hyperfine coupling and other mechanisms that can be greatly suppressed by an external magnetic field. In contact pairs, however, $H$-independent spin-orbit coupling dominates the T-S rate. Thus even in the best case of non-contacting caged radical pairs, an external magnetic field can only suppress recombination in the 2/3 of radical pairs born into the $T_{\pm}$ state. With radical pairs occasionally coming into contact while still in-cage, spin-orbit coupling further reduces the magnetic effect. Finally, the 0.1–0.3 T fields required to realize effects of size 10–50% in experiments with related systems [139] would be difficult to implement in DLW for reasons of required magnet proximity and limited clearance, with the expected effect magnitude not large enough to dramatically improve TED quantum yield.

Figure 7.1: From Niki et al. [174]: a) original caption: a plot of $1/p$ against $1/\eta$ for 2-ethylhexylphthalate-benzene solutions. b) original caption: the intercept, $a/2b$, for DBPO is about twice as large as those for tert-butylperoxy-$\alpha$-phenylisobutyrate, per-fluoroazomethane and azomethane. Kodama has also obtained a value for $a/2b$ that is slightly larger than unity for azomethane. This difference must arise from the type and number of intervening molecules.
Figure 7.2: From review by Khudyakov in [121]: $\varphi_\infty$ is probability of geminate recombination. Original data from [176] (a), [30] (b) and [120] (c).

7.3 DTC\textsubscript{·} recombination

After photolysis, DTC\textsubscript{·} escaping the solvent cage are free to terminate both primary and propagating radicals. This type of cross-termination is not final, given the finite probability that DTC end-caps can again be broken off by photolysis to regenerate the original carbon and sulfur-centered radicals [224]. For simplicity, however, I will treat DTC\textsubscript{·} cross-termination of primary and propagating radicals as true termination. TED itself is regenerated by combination of two DTC\textsubscript{·}, which is a key feature of the PInSR scheme.

Plyusnin et al. [191] studied dissociation and recombination of thiuram disulfides using flash laser photolysis, and found the reaction DTC\textsubscript{·} + DTC\textsubscript{·} $\rightarrow$ TED to proceed at nearly diffusion-limited rates in acetonitrile. That is, in acetonitrile at room-temperature, $2k_{rec} = 1.48 \times 10^{10}$ M\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}, compared with $k_{\text{diff}} \approx 10^3 8RT / 3\eta = 1.92 \times 10^{10}$ M\textsuperscript{-1} s\textsuperscript{-1}, with the small difference attributed to spin and steric factors. The viscosity of acetonitrile $\eta = 0.34$
cP at 25 °C [55], which is lower than all the methacrylate resins discussed here for patterning. Therefore I will assume that TED reformation occurs at the Smoluchowski diffusion-limited rate appropriate for the mobility in a particular system.

As reviewed by Osborne and Porter [180], the usual formula for estimating the diffusion-limited rate constant

\[ k = \left(10^3\right)^4 \frac{\pi \sigma_{AB}}{N_A \left(D_A + D_B\right)} \]  

(7.8)

for diffusion-controlled reactions, where \( \sigma_{AB} \) is the encounter cross-section, \( 10^3 \text{L} \cdot \text{m}^{-3} \), \( N_A \) is Avogadro’s number, and \( D_{A,B} \) are the respective diffusivities for species A and B in \( \text{m}^2 \cdot \text{s}^{-1} \), with the Stokes-Einstein equation

\[ D = \frac{RT}{6\pi r \eta} \]  

(7.9)

where \( r \) is the diffusing species radius, \( R \) is the gas constant in \( \text{m}^3 \cdot \text{Pa} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1} \), \( T \) is temperature in K and \( \eta \) is viscosity in Pa-s. It is assumed that the encounter cross-section \( \sigma_{AB} = r_A + r_B = 2r_A \). The Smoluchowski equation is based on the assumption of Fickian diffusion and spherically-symmetric encounters between reactants A and B. This will probably lead to a slightly overestimated rate constant between between bulky reactants. The Stokes-Einstein equation assumes diffusion of a large particle in a continuous, viscous fluid. This assumption is not completely valid for systems where the solvent and solute are of similar dimensions, but large deviations from the formula are probably limited to cases where the assumption is inverted – i.e., when the solute is larger than the solvent [180] (such as the situation of a small tracer dye in a polymer melt).

As shown in Fig. 7.3 from Plyusnin et al., the recombination rate of DTC· into TED is a concentration-dependent second-order reaction. The half-life of a second-order reaction is \( 1/k[A]_0 \), so doubling \([\text{DTC}\cdot]\) by doubling the power delivered in a UV flash to a solution of TED should halve the lifetime of the DTC·.
Figure 7.3: From Plyusnin et al. [191]. Original caption: laser flash photolysis of Me₄tds (7 × 10⁻⁴ M) in acetonitrile: (a) absorption kinetics after the laser pulse at 600 and 285 nm; (b) optical spectrum of intermediate absorptions (—, approximation by the gaussian curve according to eqn. (9) of cited paper) with ωₜₐₜ = 17300 cm⁻¹ and σ = 2050 cm⁻¹); (c) effective rate constant of absorption decay at 600 nm vs. initial ΔOD at temperatures of 297 K (curve 1), 265 K (curve 2) and 230 K (curve 3).

7.4 Chain propagation and inhibition

Unlike TED reformation (DTC· + DTC· → TED) and DTC· cross-termination (R· + DTC· → R–DTC), methacrylate chain propagation (R· + M → M–R·) is slow. Values of \( k_p \) taken from the literature vary to some degree, but the measurement of \( k_p = 274 \text{ M}^{-1}\text{s}^{-1} \) at 20 °C [24] obtained by Beuermann et al. from pulsed laser polymerization of MMA is used here for reaction-limited kinetic calculations.

Polymerization inhibition with DTC· is more complex than with typical inhibiting species, in part because DTC· is photogenerated and transient. To break the photoinhibition process into simpler components, I will discuss inhibition behavior with a more typical radical scavenger. In radical polymerizations, inhibitors are reactive species that prevent polymerization and must be consumed before polymerization can occur. Persistent radicals
such as TEMPO are efficient inhibitors in typical resins, and are commonly included in formulations for the purpose of stabilization. Little or no polymerization occurs during inhibitor consumption, resulting in the so-called induction period simulated in Fig. 7.4. Retarders are distinct from inhibitors in that they slow polymerization but do not prevent it outright, and are not associated with an induction period. Non-patterned simulations of polymerization inhibition and retardation are based on a set of finite difference coupled equations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{d}{dt}[R\cdot] &= I k_{PI}[PI] - k_t[R\cdot][S\cdot] - 2k_t[R\cdot][R\cdot] \quad (7.10) \\
\frac{d}{dt}[S\cdot] &= -k_t[R\cdot][S\cdot] \quad (7.11) \\
\frac{d}{dt}[PI] &= -I k_{PI}[PI] \quad (7.12) \\
\frac{d}{dt}[M] &= -k_p[M][R\cdot] \quad (7.13) \\
\frac{d}{dt}[P] &= k_p[M][R\cdot], \quad (7.14)
\end{align*}
\]

where \(I\) is optical irradiance, \(k_{PI}\) is the lumped photoinitiation rate constant, \(k_t\) is a diffusion-limited termination constant, \(k_p\) is a reaction-limited propagation constant, \(PI\) is photoinitiator, \(R\cdot\) is the primary / propagating radical, \(S\cdot\) is radical scavenger, \(M\) is monomer and \(P\) is polymer.

Interestingly, TEMPO may act as either a polymerization inhibitor or a retarder, depending on mobility. This is due to the ratio of the diffusion-controlled termination rate constant \(k_t\) to the propagation rate constant \(k_p\), which is reaction-controlled in typical formulations. In low-viscosity methacrylate resins, inhibitor \(k_t \sim 10^7 \text{ M}^{-1}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}\) while monomer addition \(k_p \sim 10^3 \text{ M}^{-1}\cdot\text{s}^{-1}\). The ratio \(k_t/k_p \sim 10^4\), meaning that primary radicals terminate into inhibitor with extreme specificity (instead of adding into monomer) until the inhibitor is eliminated, as shown in Fig. 7.4. In extremely viscous media such as undiluted bisGMA, both \(k_t\) and \(k_p\) are diffusion-controlled and the ratio \(k_t/k_p\) is reduced to unity. The result is no preference for one reaction over the other, where the scavenging species reacts concurrently with polymerization. A small amount of inhibitor in highly viscous media does
Figure 7.4: Simulated polymer conversion vs. time from Eq. 7.10 - 7.14 for a non-viscous methacrylate resin with a small amount of inhibitor, $D = 30 \mu m^2\cdot s^{-1}$, $k_p = 270 \text{ M}^{-1}\cdot s^{-1}$, $k_t = 2.3 \times 10^8 \text{ M}^{-1}\cdot s^{-1}$, $[T]_0 = 0.6 \text{ mM}$. Conversion is in blue and inhibitor concentration in red.

not significantly retard polymerization, as shown in Fig. 7.5. However, a large amount of scavenger can effectively control even low-mobility systems as shown in Fig. 7.6. Thus it is possible to inhibit polymerization even in the highly viscous resins needed for minimal pattern-blurring, as long as scavenger concentration is sufficiently high.

7.5 Spatial confinement of reactive species

As shown earlier, diffusional blurring is an effect of fundamental importance to high-resolution patterning. Unlike photoacid generators (PAGs) used in standard commercial photoresists, which can be converted in a glassy matrix, conventional radical photopolymerization patterning requires mobility and thus diffusion. Figure 7.7 illustrates the speed of diffusion-induced blurring at the nanoscale. For the faster-diffusivity situation, the pattern in species $R$ essentially collapses before $t = 1/k_p$. For the slower diffusivity system, pattern collapse is delayed for an interval corresponding to many propagation events.
Figure 7.5: Simulated polymer conversion vs. time from Eq. 7.10 - 7.14 for an extremely viscous methacrylate resin with a small amount of inhibitor, \( D = 1 \times 10^{-4} \mu m^2 \cdot s^{-1} \), \( k_p = 270 M^{-1} \cdot s^{-1} \), \( k_t = 900 M^{-1} \cdot s^{-1} \), \([T]_0 = 0.6 \) mM. Conversion is in blue and inhibitor concentration in red. There is no apparent induction period; the inhibitor instead acts as a retarder and is consumed during polymerization.

Earlier work showed that optically-generated inhibitor underwent significant blurring, ruining the donut-shaped pattern necessary for enhanced polymerization confinement [75]. This result implies that, to a significant extent, DTC radicals diffuse past both carbon-centered radicals and one-another. This is a perplexing situation, since these radicals are known to be so highly reactive; one might be tempted to assume that diffusion lengths are negligible, but this assumption is of course ill-advised in the context of submicron patterning. To study the problem, I created a model in which two distinct radical species are generated on either side of a binary interface. From an equilibrium concentration of zero, radicals are generated at source rates \( S, S' \) and eliminated by combination. The excitation profile for this simulation is shown in Fig. 7.8. The radicals \( R \cdot \) and \( R' \cdot \) are allowed to diffuse with diffusivity \( D \), and undergo homo- and heterogeneous termination at the diffusion-limited rate \( k \). The spatial domain of the simulation is +/- 100 nm from the binary interface. Radical generation
Figure 7.6: Simulated polymer conversion vs. time from Eq. 7.10 - 7.14 for an extremely viscous methacrylate resin with a large amount of inhibitor, $D = 1 \times 10^{-4} \mu m^2 \cdot s^{-1}$, $k_p = 270 M^{-1} \cdot s^{-1}$, $k_t = 900 M^{-1} \cdot s^{-1}$, $[T]_0 = 30$ mM. Conversion is in blue and inhibitor concentration in red. Again, there is no apparent induction period; the inhibitor instead acts as a retarder and is consumed during polymerization.

Figure 7.7: Illustration of diffusional relaxation speed for a Gaussian spot of diameter 50 nm.

starts at $t = 0$ and stops at $t = 0.05$ s. This model is implemented in the following coupled differential equations:
\[
\frac{d}{dt}[R'] = S' - k[R'][R'] - k[R][R'] + (\nabla \cdot D)\nabla[R'].
\] (7.16)

Fig. 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11 show the interesting result that the thickness of the interfacial region is concentration-dependent. When the rate of radical generation is comparatively slow, culminating in \(\sim \mu \text{M}\) concentrations, the R radicals do a poor job of confining R’ radicals and vice-versa; both radical populations diffuse to the far end of the simulated domain. But as the rate of radical generation is increased, so is confinement. At \(\sim \text{mM}\) concentrations, R radicals and R’ radicals effectively confine each other to a region within 10 nm of the interface. More fundamentally, they confine themselves; removal of R’ radical generation has only a small effect on the spatial extent of R radical diffusion. Adding a non-zero equilibrium concentration of persistent radicals (such as TEMPO) would tend to sharpen these distributions, but the non-patterned nature of such a distribution would only be useful for improving resolution up to but not beyond the diffraction limit.

Figure 7.8: Forcing function for generation of radical species \(R\cdot\) and \(R'\cdot\) with linear, binary interface. The reactions \(R\cdot + R\cdot \rightarrow RR, R'\cdot + R'\cdot \rightarrow R'R'\) and \(R\cdot + R'\cdot \rightarrow RR'\) all proceed at the diffusion-limited rate \(k\).
Figure 7.9: Low confinement (300 nm edge width), resulting from a slow rate of radical generation: \( S = (0.01)UC, S' = (0.01)U'C \).

Figure 7.10: Medium confinement (80 nm edge width), resulting from a moderate rate of radical generation: \( S = (1)UC, S' = (1)U'C \).

Interestingly, this relationship is dependent only on concentration and is independent of diffusion. While at first surprising, it is to be expected since radical-radical combination is explicitly scaled with the diffusion constant \( D \). If the reactions in a real system are diffusion-limited, this has the physical meaning that species react once they come into contact. A uniform change in mobility, which is approximate effect of adjusting viscosity, only alter the amount of time required for this to happen. Differences in mobility between reactants would change the distribution, however, with distribution of the faster-moving reactants
Figure 7.11: High confinement (25 nm edge width), resulting from a fast rate of radical generation: $S = (100)UC$, $S' = (100)U'C$.

asymmetrically controlling the distribution of the slower-moving reactants.

Fig. 7.12 shows the simulated FWHM spatial impulse response of homogeneous radicals generated at a point and along a line, allowed to recombine at the diffusion-limited rate. It implies that for a desired pattern resolution $d$, a corresponding radical concentration $[R\cdot]$ must be reached. This simulation only applies to distributions of homogeneous radicals that terminate into one another. Heterogeneity in the diffusion constant and cross-termination will change the impulse response.

7.6 PInSR model

Cross-linking photopolymerization of a bulk resin is a complex process, during which rate constants can change by orders of magnitude. In addition, species mobility in the system can also become highly heterogeneous as polydisperse populations of polymer chains are formed alongside small monomer and initiator molecules. Despite the difficulty, these and other factors are successfully dealt with by materials scientists using modern analytical instruments and techniques. When faced with the submicron dimensions and millisecond optical exposures in direct write lithography, however, accurate through-cure modeling is unrealistic and possibly even unnecessary (due to the low degrees of cure required for gel
Figure 7.12: Simulated impulse-response of radical confinement (FWHM) vs. molar concentration.

Instead, the model presented here is limited to the beginning stages of polymerization that precede significant chain-growth and cross-linking. It consists of a system of 6 coupled differential equations with defined initial conditions. For simplicity, primary and propagating radicals are lumped into the term $R\cdot$. Photoinhibitor (photoscavenger) PS is regenerated by combination of scavenging radicals $S\cdot$, but photoinitiator PI must be replenished by the diffusion term. $R\cdot$ is consumed by combination with $S\cdot$ and by bimolecular termination resulting in inactive $R-R$. Monomer M is consumed by $R\cdot$, creating polymer P. Spatial concentration gradients will be omitted for now. The equation set is:
\[ \frac{d}{dt} [R\cdot] = I_W k_{PI}[PI] - k_t[R\cdot][S\cdot] - 2k_t[R\cdot][R\cdot] \] (7.17)

\[ \frac{d}{dt} [S\cdot] = 2I_t k_{PS}[PS] - k_t[R\cdot][S\cdot] - 2k_t[S\cdot][S\cdot] \] (7.18)

\[ \frac{d}{dt} [PI] = -I_W k_{PI}[PI] \] (7.19)

\[ \frac{d}{dt} [PS] = -I_t k_{PS}[PS] + k_t[S\cdot][S\cdot] \] (7.20)

\[ \frac{d}{dt} [M] = -k_p[M][R\cdot] \] (7.21)

\[ \frac{d}{dt} [P] = k_p[M][R\cdot], \] (7.22)

with the rate constants to be defined shortly. To provide initial validation of this model, reliable experimental data is needed. For this I turn to the original PIInSR publication by Scott et al. [202], specifically the demonstration of two-color polymerization control by broad-area illumination in a series of time-resolved FTIR methacrylate conversion studies. The resin consists of monomer with 1.0 wt% photoinitiator, 0.5 wt% co-initiator and 3.0 wt% photoinhibitor. An LED dental lamp provides the sample with an irradiance of 15 mW·cm\(^{-2}\) in a narrow spectrum centered on \(\lambda = 469\) nm, while a mercury-arc lamp, operating with a \(\lambda = 365\) nm bandpass filter, independently delivers an irradiance of 64 mW·cm\(^{-2}\). Returning to the model, the rate constant for blue-light CQ photoinitiation \(k_{PI} = 1/38\) cm\(^2\)·J\(^{-1}\), which is calculated from molar absorptivity and quantum yield in section 7.1. The diffusion-controlled termination rate constant \(k_t = 1.89 \times 10^8\) M\(^{-1}\)·s\(^{-1}\), also used for S· recombination, is set by monomer viscosity \(\eta = 10\) cP with Eq. 7.8 and 7.9. The propagation rate constant \(k_p = 274\) M\(^{-1}\)·s\(^{-1}\), as discussed in section 7.4. Intensities \(I_W = 15\) mW·cm\(^{-2}\) and \(I_t = 0\). Initial concentrations are converted to molarity to give \([PI]_0 = 0.0602\) M and \([M]_0 = 3.642\) M. As shown in Fig. 7.13, the model compares favorably with experiment for the initial stage of polymerization.

As discussed in section 7.2, the literature on TED quantum yield \(\Phi\) contains large discrepancies and may be particularly unreliable at \(\lambda = 365\) nm. With the blue-light re-
response of the model validated, I will now use it to independently obtain TED quantum yield.

Modifying the model to reflect the two-color photoinhibited polymerization experiment described in [202], two parameters are set: $[\text{PS}]_0 = 0.101$ and $I_1 = 64 \text{ mW} \cdot \text{cm}^{-2}$. The only remaining parameter is $k_{\text{PS}}$, set by Eq. 7.4 with $\varepsilon_{\text{PS}} = 250 \text{ M}^{-1} \cdot \text{cm}^{-1}$ and $\Phi_{\text{PS}}$ to be fit. Here I determine fit in the interval $30 < t < 50$ s by ratio of polymer conversion slopes, or photoinhibition contrast (PIC), with experimental PIC = 4.83. As shown in Fig. 7.14, a slope of $5.63 \times 10^{-4}$ (1/4.83 $\times$ model slope from Fig. 7.13) is obtained from the photoinhibited model with $\Phi_{\text{PS}} = 1.29 \times 10^{-3}$. This value agrees extremely well with the revised dissociation quantum yield $\Phi_{\text{TED}} = 1.25 \times 10^{-3}$ obtained in section 7.2 from [224] at $\lambda = 280$ nm. Model sensitivity to this range of $\Phi_{\text{PS}}$ is high, with a 1% perturbation in $\Phi_{\text{PS}}$ resulting...
in a 5% change in conversion slope, providing additional confidence in the value precision.

Figure 7.14: Independent determination of photoinhibitor (photoscavenger) quantum yield $\Phi_{PS}$, by measurement of photoinhibition. Curing data shown here was collected during simultaneous blue and UV irradiation, under conditions otherwise identical to the blue-only data shown in Fig. 7.13. Polymer conversion slope data from the two experiments is used to obtain a fitted-value for $\Phi_{PS}$, from the model described in Eq. 7.17 – 7.22.

After achieving some degree of validation of the unpatterned model and obtaining a reasonable value for photoinhibitor quantum yield, I finally turn to the patterned PInSR model. It is identical to the model in Eq. 7.17 – 7.22, with the addition of spatial concentration gradients that are induced by reaction and relaxed by diffusion:
\[
\frac{d}{dt}[R.] = I_W k_{PI}[PI] - k_t[R.][S.] - 2k_t[R.][R.] + (\nabla \cdot D)\nabla[R.]
\] (7.23)

\[
\frac{d}{dt}[S.] = 2I_I k_{PS}[PS] - k_t[R.][S.] - 2k_t[S.][S.] + (\nabla \cdot D)\nabla[S.]
\] (7.24)

\[
\frac{d}{dt}[PI] = -I_W k_{PI}[PI] + (\nabla \cdot D)\nabla[PI]
\] (7.25)

\[
\frac{d}{dt}[PS] = -I_I k_{PS}[PS] + k_t[S.][S.]
\] (7.26)

\[
\frac{d}{dt}[M] = -k_p[M][R.] + (\nabla \cdot D)\nabla[M]
\] (7.27)

\[
\frac{d}{dt}[P] = k_p[M][R.],
\] (7.28)

with kinetic constants modified from before to describe the high-viscosity UDMA-IPDI resin used in Chap. 6. Here \( D = 1.2 \times 10^{-4}, \) \( k_t = 1/443 \text{ cm}^2\cdot\text{J}^{-1} \) (using the value \( \Phi_{TED} = 1.29 \times 10^{-3} \)) and \( k_t = 908 \text{ M}^{-1}\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \). Irradiances \( I_W \) and \( I_I \) are obtained by assuming Gaussian beams to obtain the spot radius

\[
w_0 = \frac{\lambda}{\pi NA},
\] (7.29)

and calculating area \( A = \pi w_0^2 \) to obtain average irradiance \( I = P/A \). Without any inhibiting beam, feature size is defined by the diffraction limit of the focused blue beam as shown in Fig. 7.15. Low power in the GL inhibiting beam causes scavenger concentration to slowly build to a moderate level, resulting in moderate super-confinement of polymerization as shown in Fig. 7.16. Significantly increasing the GL beam power leads to scavenger concentration quickly building to a higher steady-state level, resulting in additional super-confinement as shown in Fig. 7.17.

The model output provides spatially-resolved polymer conversion, from which a gel threshold can be subtracted to calculate isolated feature size. Additional analysis on the the model output can provide an evaluation of pattern resolution. Taking the final cure
Figure 7.15: No inhibiting beam. Resolution is defined by diffraction-limited profile of the writing beam. $P_W = 1 \mu W$, $t_{on} = 0$, $t_{off} = 50$ ms. $P_I = 0$. NA = 1.2.

profile from the diffraction-limited case shown in Fig. 7.15, a row of spot exposures may be simulated by taking the sum of arbitrarily shifted, stamped profile copies as shown in Fig. 7.18. The Sparrow limit is reached in polymer conversion at a spacing of 233 nm, 26% larger than the optical Sparrow limit at 1.2 NA for $\lambda = 473$ nm light assuming twin Airy disks offset by $d = 0.47\lambda/NA$. A somewhat wider profile is to be expected from the sublinear kinetics of single-photon photopolymerization. With the addition of the inhibition spot, modulation depth is improved at the intermediate dot spacing and is still near 50% at the non-photoinhibited Sparrow limit as shown in Fig. 7.19. When photoinhibited, subdiffraction exposures are packed tightly enough, the thick “tails” of the spatial cure profile (see Fig. 7.16 and 7.17) add together and give rise to undesirable final-pattern cure profiles. This is addressed in Fig. 7.20 with non-uniform exposures, calibrated to compensate
Figure 7.16: A less intense inhibiting beam achieves steady-state \([S]\) more slowly. Moderate \([S]\) allows moderate super-confinement of polymerization. \(P_W = 1 \ \mu W, t_{on} = 0, t_{off} = 50\) ms. \(P_I = 6.0 \ \mu W, t_{on} = 0, t_{off} = 50\) ms. NA = 1.2.

for the thick-tail profile modeled in Fig. 7.16.

In this chapter I have quantitatively analyzed the kinetics of individual portions of the PInSR system, leading-up to a full model and simple lithographic simulations. The differential equation describing photoinitiator consumption was solved, yielding the expression for required optical exposure for 1/e initiator conversion. Using literature values for CQ molar absorptivity and quantum efficiency, I predict a value that is consistent with the experimental optical exposures given in chapter 6. Photodissociation of TED is treated similarly and the result is roughly consistent with experiment, although DTC· recombination and the large variation in quantum yield reported in the literature precludes a direct comparison. While the empirical observation of dramatically-reduced photoinhibition efficacy with increased vis-
Figure 7.17: A more intense inhibiting beam achieves steady-state $[S\cdot]$ more quickly. High $[S\cdot]$ allows strong super-confinement of polymerization. $P_W = 1 \, \mu W$, $t_{\text{on}} = 0$, $t_{\text{off}} = 50$ ms. $P_I = 600 \, \mu W$, $t_{\text{on}} = 0$, $t_{\text{off}} = 50$ ms. NA = 1.2. Since the model does not account for polymerization from high inhibition beam exposure (which has been observed experimentally), this particular result may be difficult to achieve in practice.

Viscosity (as observed via FTIR during two-color curing experiments) is consistent with findings from a literature survey on geminate recombination, I show that the largest reductions in photoinhibition efficacy are to be expected in highly viscous media from an independent effect: strong attenuation of the diffusion-controlled termination rate constant $k_t$. This effect may be overcome with high scavenger concentration, which is also necessary for another reason: spatial confinement of fine, photo-generated patterns of reactive species. Evaluation of a simple, coupled differential equation model shows that reactants must be present at $\sim 1$ mM concentrations to reduce diffusion lengths adequately for $< 100$ nm patterning. Further development of this mass-transfer theory will prescribe the optical and material conditions
Figure 7.18: Polymer conversion profile from multiple spot exposures along a line, without photoinhibition. As exposures become more tightly spaced, the conversion profiles from individual exposures begin to add at the periphery thus reducing the total modulation. At right, the Sparrow diffraction limit (zero modulation across the pattern) is met with sufficiently tight spacing. Individual conversion profiles are taken the final time-step in Fig. 7.15.

Figure 7.19: Polymer conversion profile from multiple spot exposures along a line, with photoinhibition. In contrast to the non-photoinhibited case, individual spots are still clearly resolved for $\Delta x = 233$ nm. Individual conversion profiles are taken from the final time-step in Fig. 7.16.

required for photopatterning at the smallest length scales. I develop a system model, starting with the photoinitiation component which is validated against experimental data. Using additional data from the same experiment, I estimate photoinhibitor quantum yield through
Near the zero-modulation limit from tight subdiffraction spacing and assuming the benefit of a sharp gel threshold, the LHS profile suffers from two problems. The first is excess polymer conversion accumulated from the tightly-spaced exposures, causing a single large feature to develop instead of several small features. See Fig. 7.19 for max conversion values at diffraction-limited spacing; identical photoinhibited cure profiles from Fig. 7.16 are used here. The second problem is drooping at the pattern-edge. To improve this situation, attenuated, non-uniform exposures are employed. Each of the weights scales the individual conversion profile taken from the final time-step in Fig. 7.16, so that the stamped copy $C'_n(x) = C(x)W_n$. Since spatial concentration gradients are induced by each exposure, this analysis assumes gradients have been given sufficient time to relax before additional exposures are adjacently placed at subdiffraction distances. An arbitrary conversion threshold $C_{th}$ is shown to illustrate the level adjustment and spot-uniformity enhancement.

A photoinitiation / photoinhibition model. The full PInSR model generates as output the spatial cure profiles result from photoinhibited and non-photoinhibited exposures. Finally, I assemble individual spot-cure profiles together to simulate actual lithographic resolution performance for a simple subdiffraction pattern.
Chapter 8

Surface patterning and interference lithography

As I have shown, two-color, single-photon superresolved lithography via patterned inhibition requires simultaneous management of optical alignment, resin wetting, oxygen removal, species evaporation, chemistry and mobility-dependent photoinhibition efficacy and, fundamentally, resolution limits that are dependent on reactant concentration. This situation spurred my interest in finding a nanopatterning technique where the various physical processes are decoupled and sequenced in time. In this chapter I describe a scheme for achieving deep-subwavelength superresolution with a single monochromatic source, inspired by (and a variation of) multiple patterning techniques used in CD \( < \lambda(4NA) \) electronic device fabrication. It utilizes a surface-tethered photochemistry that requires no films or gas-management, and essentially eliminates diffusion of active species. Preliminary results are shown.

8.1 Photopatterning of surface-tethered molecules

In 1991, Fodor et al. published the landmark paper “Light-directed, spatially addressable parallel chemical synthesis.” It demonstrated polypeptide arrays grown from a rigid substrate, patterned into designed sequences by a combination of optical exposures and coupling reactions as illustrated in Fig. 8.1. Significantly, this work enabled sequence-characterization of biopolymers on mass-produced chips with surface-tethered \( m \times n \) polypeptide arrays on planar substrates, each array cell containing a specific peptide sequence. When the pat-
terned surface is treated with a solution of unknown and fluorescently-tagged polypeptides, the freely-diffusing fluorescent polypeptides bind preferentially to the tethered polypeptides with complementary sequences. After rinsing away mobile species, fluorescent microscopy reveals the sites where binding occurred. Mapping these sites back to the tethered polypeptide sequences reveals the complimentary sequence of polypeptides in the test solution.

The Affymax (Fodor et al.) system used low resolution contact-mask exposure and was designed for fluorescent-readout instead of pattern transfer, but two features of this work are interesting for superresolution lithography: diffusion of active species is eliminated by surface-tethering, and the photosensitivity of a molecular site can be controlled by the preceding reaction sequence.

Figure 8.1: Figure reproduced from [74]. A combination of light patterning and reaction sequencing allows the spatially-resolved, sequential assembling of immobilized polypeptides on a single substrate. In this process, each deprotection / coupling cycle necessarily increases chain length because only a portion of each coupled group is photolabile.
### 8.2 Surface-tethered molecular lithography

Instead of requiring two species with orthogonal absorption spectra to react in competition with one another, under the control of a specialized two-color exposure system, sequential control surface patterning suggests enhanced feature confinement via a single photosensitive species and a more conventional single-color exposure system. If the surface can be refreshed to restore the region surrounding a super-confined feature, repeating the process with a small spatial offset allows superresolution.

Figure 8.2 shows a proposed scheme for superresolved molecular lithography, utilizing three orthogonal protection chemistries: a photo-labile group for patterning, an acid-labile group for temporary blocking and a base-labile group for quasi-terminal blocking. Ordering of the acid and base-labile protecting groups could be reversed, and either or both replaced by other protection / deprotection strategies. Other examples of amine protecting chemistries are carbobenzyloxy and p-methoxybenzyl carbonyl groups, removed with hydrogenolysis, or the nosyl group, removed with thiophenol [82].

Although surface-patterned lithography has mostly been used for applications requiring detection of probe-target hybridization, such as DNA microarrays, it has also been used for structure fabrication. Vossmeyster et al. [225] demonstrated combinatorial patterning of different nanoparticle species on a single Si surface. Unable to couple NVOC directly onto the substrate-bound 3-aminopropylmethyldiethoxysilane, they first coupled NVOC to glycine, which they were then able to react onto the surface amine. Two cycles of pattern exposure followed by nanoparticle coupling yielded co-planar features with different functionality.

The sequence used by the Fodor and Vossmeyster teams is typical in the surface photo-deprotection literature, in that a photo-labile protecting group is first coupled to another surface-reactive compound while still in solution. This type of process invariably leaves behind a molecular fragment with every protection / photo-deprotection cycle. An alternative approach used by Piehler [189] and Waichman [231] is to incorporate a PEG spacer...
between the substrate and amine, forming an end-functionalized polymer brush. Presumably similar to solution reaction, NVOC-Cl was reacted directly onto the surface-tethered amine groups. Further reactions involving fluorescent probes confirmed successful protection / photo-deprotection of the brush. While convenient for assay readout with an optical micro-
scope, fluorophores are inappropriate for general use as nanolithographic probes. Reactive nanoparticles, on the other hand, should be visible with SEM or AFM imaging.

Figure 8.3: Cartoon comparing a 5-nm gold nanoparticle to the PEG-amine brush surface packing density. Individual polymer chains are not to scale. The 3,000 Da (n ∼ 70) PEG-diamine used here in these preliminary surface patterning studies was chosen for convenience; resolution optimization would likely require shorter spacers to provide a shorter radius-of-gyration.

8.3 Methods and preliminary results

Instead, I have sought to combine aspects of the Vossmeyer [225] and Waichman [231] approaches that are advantageous for multi-step nanolithography. Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show preliminary results from a new approach: The surface is prepared by treating Nanostrip-cleaned slides first with 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane, then with melted 3000-MW diamine-PEG. Both treatments are done with neat liquids, using only a few droplets between slides mounted face-to-face (to conserve material and prevent contamination). After preparation of the brush, slides are incubated in a solution of NVOC-Cl saturated chloroform at 60 °C for 30 min. To prevent evaporation, a sealed Mason jar may be used for immediate
containment inside an oven. Lid replacement should be done with each cycle, as chloroform vapor may attack the narrow rubber gasket at the lid edge. This sequence of processing steps should result in an NVOC-protected, surface-tethered amine brush.

Figure 8.4: Optical micrograph of preliminary amine test-pattern, decorated with gold nanoparticles.

To test photodeprotection of the amine groups, NVOC-treated slides were exposed to a 50 mW, 1.5 mm diameter Ar+ laser beam (λ = 364 nm) for 10 s. Patterned deprotection was tested with the same exposure against a chrome mask. To prevent an aldehyde-forming back-reaction, the surface was covered in methanol with 30 mM semicarbazide during exposure. Afterwards, samples were washed in DI water and placed in colloidal gold (Bio-rad colloidal gold total protein stain). After incubation at 5 °C for 4 h, samples were removed, rinsed in DI water and dried in N₂. Inspection by optical microscope in DIC mode, as shown in Fig. 8.5, revealed well-defined patterns with uniform gold coverage in exposed areas and low gold coverage in unexposed areas. High frequency edge-ringing is clearly visible at high
magnification, promising potential for high-resolution patterning.

Figure 8.5: Increased-magnification DIC optical micrograph of nanoparticle-decorated, patterned amine brush. Edge diffraction across the small mask / sample gap creates a finely-spaced intensity ringing, which is optically resolvable in the gold nanoparticle pattern.

Direct SEM imaging of gold nanoparticles on glass is made difficult by charge accumulation, but the effect is significantly reduced by using Si wafers for substrates. SEM images are shown in Fig. 8.6. Although similar to the optical micrographs, the SEM images contain details that may suggest a small amount of nanoparticle agglomeration. Such effects are commonly described in the nanoparticle literature, and in this case it may be possible to use agglomeration to enhance surface coverage.

8.4 Resolution scaling analysis

Interference lithography is well-suited for submicron patterning across large areas, typically applied to photoresist-coated wafers. Given that the point-wise discrete nature of surface-tethered patterning is a significant departure from typical resist patterning, a set of simulations was undertaken to learn about patterning behavior. Figure 8.8 shows sur-
Figure 8.6: SEM photo of amine / gold pattern. Electron microscope imaging of nanoparticle-decorated PEG-diamine patterns is made possible by the use of a semiconducting substrate, which provides enough conductivity to prevent surface charging. Here, the epoxide silane brush precursor has been coupled onto a silicon wafer. Granularity or roughness in these preliminary patterns may indicate nanoparticle aggregation effects.

face maps of deprotection probability $P(x,y)$, following the specified optical energy dose. Dose units are chosen so that the fraction $1/e$ of original protecting groups remain after an exposure of dose $= 1$. Feature size reduction is observed to go by $d \sim 1/\sqrt{\text{dose}}$.

Similarly, a Monte-Carlo analysis shown in Fig. 8.10 simulates an actual outcome of particle-site attachment. Surface modification with photolabile groups is represented adding small circles to random locations across an initially empty square, without overlap, until no more can be added. Next, optical exposure is simulated by randomly removing circles according to the removal probability $P(x,y)$ shown in Fig. 8.8. Pattern definition is rough at the edges, as expected, though it may be possible to sharpen the edge response with coordinative-bonding or multiple-processing strategies.

The interference simulations show the potential for large-area patterning with highly enhanced confinement, by the combination of surface patterning with interference lithog-
Figure 8.7: Preliminary single exposure interference-patterned results. Exposure to two interfering $\lambda = 364$ nm beams creates a fringe pattern at the sample, inducing deprotection of surface-tethered, amine-functionalized PEG chains. Subsequent incubation in a solution of 25-nm gold particles results in attachment to deprotected site. With additional processing steps shown in 8.2, unexposed features are transferred to a non-photosensitive functionality and the remaining surface is refreshed to the original state. Further exposures and processing may be used to incrementally add fine-detail until the pattern is complete.

Although multiple exposures and increased doses are required, this superresolution scheme has a number of advantages: Confinement and writing are decoupled into separate process steps, allowing them to be independently optimized. For instance, there is no limit on the amount of enhanced confinement that one exposure cycle can impose on another exposure cycle. While multiple protection and deprotection reactions are necessary, the success of
Figure 8.8: Probability of deprotection for various exposures to a 3-beam interference pattern, $\lambda = 365$ nm, NA = 1.3.

Figure 8.9: Inverse square-root confinement scaling with exposure. Assuming a fixed interfering-beam exposure interval and assigning $I_0$ as the threshold local intensity to reach an arbitrary degree of average deprotection, feature-width of the remaining protected group is $d \sim 1/\sqrt{P}$. This scaling is evident in the very large doses required for high confinement as shown in Fig. 8.8 and 8.10. If confinement is induced by photogenerated radical scavengers that regenerate by fast recombination, as discussed in Chap. 7, $d \sim 1/\sqrt{P}$. 
Figure 8.10: Monte-Carlo simulation of discrete deprotection events, for various exposures to a 3-beam interference pattern, $\lambda = 365$ nm, NA = 1.3. The stochastic nature of molecular photo-deprotection leaves functional patterns without well-defined edges. Subsequent reactions requiring multiple adjacent reactive groups, such as cooperative binding, may allow pattern “clean-up” by a thresholding effect.

maskless array synthesizers (see, for example [169]) suggests the intriguing possibility of performing these reactions in-place and thus eliminating the need for pattern registration with each cycle. With typical photo-deprotection mechanisms [187], oxygen elimination during exposure is not required. This allows much more flexibility in system design, including the use of conventional front-side illumination and high-index immersion fluids. Finally, the surface-tethered nature of the patterning restricts diffusion to molecular radius-of-gyration. This is perhaps most important of all, potentially enabling lithography at resolutions even finer than allowed in e-beam writing.


